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Hit vowed 
DAR F_~q SALAAM (AP).-- 
President Julius Nyerere 
vowed Thursday his army 
will hit back hard at the 
"barbarian" Idi Amin, 
whose Ugandan invasion 
force was reported to have 
taken astrateglc brklse and 
ti~toned its grip on a chunk 
of territory in northern 
Tanzania. 
Nyerere called on his 
forces to drive "this snake 
our house." 
Government sources said 
Tanzania was planning a 
counter-attack aimed not 
only at driving the invaders 
back across the border but 
also at destroying the core of 
the Ugandan president's 
military strength. 
There were no new battle 
reports here, but Western 
diplomatic sources in 
Nairobi quoted Tanzanian 
officials as saying the 
Ugandaas were in control of 
the important Taka bridge 
over the Kngera River and 
were at the outskirts of the 
cressroade town of Kyaka, at 
the southern end of the 
bridge. 
Referendum 
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called for 
TEHRAN, Iran(AP)--An Front, did not specifically 
opposition leader called mention abolishing the mon- 
e y  for a referendum archy, but his message was 
intronbledIran todetermine clear. 
whethor to change the 
country's political structure, 
now headed by Shah 
Mohammed Reza Paldavi. A 
crippling oll strike continued 
and the national airline was 
"The country is facing a 
crisis because justification 
for the present ruling system 
has diminished," Forehar 
said. "Therefore, I believe 
since the legality of the 
also strikebound, government comes from the 
Dariush Forohar, a people, there must be a 
leading member of a broad referendum for the people to 
coalition of opposition decide." 
groups called the National 
LEGISLATION 
UIC costs  cut  
OTTAWA (CP) - government to the private 
Govermment legislation to sector. 
cut unemployment In- Thonsandswouldnolonger 
ma'ance ccste by $1.4 billion be insured by the program. 
in two years was introduced An example: The 
in the Om~Lmom Thursday. longshoreman who works a 
And Employment Minister few hours on the weekend for 
Bud Cullea released etails extremely high wages. But 
promises he lnade in thousanda ofothers who now 
• Augtlt during the govern-, are not,i~ured would get 
mint's $3.5-blilionsix~d~ coverage. An example: 
rmtraint announcements. Domestics who put in long 
The bill proposes tougher 
ellsthility requirements for 
many cldimanta. About 
~49,000 individuals would no 
longer receive benefits. 
Weekly benefits would be 
reduced for all claimants. 
More ¢=ts of the program 
would be shifted from 
~urs for low wages. 
High-income earners. 
would repay 30 per cent of 
their benefits. The recovery 
formula would require 
repayment from persons 
with a net 1979 income higher 
than $20,500, excluding 
benefits. 
Order hid RCMP 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Retired RCMP com- 
missioner W,L. Higgitt 
testified Thursday that an 
urgent order from the 
government  c loaked 
whatever the RClVIP had to 
do to achieve the task with a 
quality of lawfulness. 
Hil~itt was replying to 
questions by Mr. Justice 
David C. McDonald of 
Alberta, chairman of a royal 
commission into RCMP 
wro~o~ng. 
Mr. Justice McDonald 
asked whether the fact that 
the government had asked 
the RCMP to do something 
resulted in it becoming 
lawful where it would 
otherwise have been 
unlawful. 
"Yes," replied Hiuitt. 
He related such a situation 
to "a war in terms d law and 
order" between the RCMP 
security service and people 
out to destroy the country. 
U.S. dollar is up, 
o 
qk= 
Canadian National Railways engine sits in Skeena Ri'ver oiler ~oarch 
called off for bodies of two men missing and presumed dead. Ruadbed 
gave way after one man went back into train to move if. Work train was 
on way to repair washouts caused by, heavy rain when incident occurred. 
INTO SKKENA 
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Two dead in train mishap 
By Brian Gregg 
Two men are missing and presumed dead atter 
a CNR work train derailed three miles west of 
Usk at 3:30 a.m. on Thursday. Terry Chupa and 
Fred Therlault, both of Smithers, were treated 
and later released from Mills Memorial Hospital 
in Terrace. 
The train was travelling east to pick up some 
men and spread ballast and fill in several sec- 
tions of the CNR line when the first engine up- 
parently went off the tracks after the train had. 
stopped at a washout, a CNR employee fold the 
Herald.• 
The two engineers had apparently got out of 
the engine to assess the damage. One of the two 
crewmen in the caboose also got out of the train. 
One of the engineers decided to get back into the 
train to try to back it up and get it back on the ~ 
tracks. 
The embankment along the Skeena River 
suddenly gave way, taking the train and the two 
men inside with it. Chupa and Theriault escaped 
with only minor iniuries. 
The two men were picked up by CNR crews 
from Usk shortly after the derailment. They 
were brought across the river on the department 
of highways cable car system and then driven to 
Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace. 
The rail disaster occured two years to the day 
after another train travelling east with four 
crewmen derailed one mile east of Usk. That 
derailment occured on Nov. 2, 1976. There were 
no fatalities in that incident. 
Divers made two futile efforts to search for 
bedles but were unable to find any sign of the 
missing men because the river was too high and 
was moving too fast. 
All available crews in the area are working at 
the derailment site. There are 10 other washouts 
along the CNR line between Terrace and Kit- 
wanga, the function to the Stewart highway, a 
CNR employee said. 
A group of CNR officials were flown into 
Terrace by helicopter from Prince George and 
Edmonton. No official statement has been made 
by the railway. 
A CNR employee est!mated it would take a 
week to get the line open at the wreckage site. 
Work crews are expected to move west .from 
Prince George, repairing each washout before 
they move on the the next one. 
Crews are also expected to be working on 
washouts on the Prince Rupert line and the 
Kiflmat line today and those lines should be 
repaired in two to three days, a CNR employee 
said. 
Meanwhile, CNR officials are concentrating 
their efforts on searching for the bodies of the 
two missing men. Helicopters are pafroling the 
area as the Skeena River appears to be rising 
again. 
One employee said there doesn't appear to be 
any men in the units. 
exchanges n rvous  Highway damage in mi l l ions LONDON (AP) -- Ner- An operator at an 
vomnms hit world foreign American bank in Paris 
cur rency  exchanges summed up the mood: "The 
Thursday despite solid new measures were definitely a " I t  gains for the U.S. dollar as step in the fight direction, is a lot worse than we thought and we naptha gasoline flown into the village. The O00 everything it can to assess the damage done by 
international money experts but I would still like to see estimateit will cost $15 million to bring this area residents of the village are using camp stoves to heavy rains in the last few days. 
studied the impact of some action on slowing in- back toprevious tandards," said Cyril Shelford, cook their food. He said he will be watching the Prince Rupert 
President Carter's phn to 
lift the sagging currency and 
his country's economic 
prestige, 
Gold prices again fell 
sharply, 
The dollar started the day 
by adding to Wednesday's 
gains which came after the 
United States announced its 
$30-blllion plan. But 
following a chaotic opening, 
markets grew nervous and 
some dealers had second 
thonghts about the dollar 
rescue plan. 
flation and reducing the U.S. 
trade deficit." 
One good piece of news 
came from the Middle East 
where diplomats from Arab 
oil states greeted Carter's 
measures as a sign the 
United States wants to co- 
operate with, rather than 
confront, the oll exporters. 
Some analysts aid it might 
minimize or forestall the ex- 
a cted oll price increase by e Organization of  
Petro leum Export ing 
Countries. 
Arab summit called, 
BAGHDAD (AP) -- Arab Col. Moammsr Khadafy and 
leaders opened a 20-country Palestine Liberation Organ- 
summit in Baghdad on izatlonleaderYssserArafst. 
Thursday with the host: Ararat left Moscow on 
country lraq urging a united / Thursday after winding up 
front against Egyptian-. five days of talks with Soviet 
Israeli peace moves, leaders, but the reason for 
Presidents, kings, sheiks; Khadafy's absence was not 
and ministers gathered in a. known. 
huge niumdeliered hall of the' One surprise appearance 
presidential palace for the was that of the Egyptian 
ovonin8 start of the ninth president of the Arsl; 
Arab League summit. But League, Mahmoud Riad 
there were two notable who initially balked a 
absentees, Libyan leader coming 
Skeena MLA, Thursday. 
Shelford said that Highway 16 East will 
probably not be open for traffic until Wednesday, 
Nov. 8. There are about 44 washouts between 
Terrace and Hazelton. Legate Creek Bridge, 
Chindemash Creek Bridge and Little Oliver C 
Creek Bridge are all washed out and another 
eight culvert bridges are washed out, he said. 
"We haven't seen anything like this in a long 
time," he said. 
Shelford said he flew over Lakelse Lake and 
the sight he saw was a "real shocker." He said 
dozens of houses are standing out in the lake in 
about six feet of water. First Ave. is flooded in 
several places. 
He estimated it would take about I0 days to 
bring Highway 25 between Terrace and Kitimat 
to previous standards. Traffic is moving on the 
highway and an old logging road is being used to 
bypass the WWilliams Creek flooding.' That 
legging road is also under water but Shelford 
said he saw vehicles making it through the 
flooded area. 
Alex Fraser, minister of Highways, left 
Terrace at 4:30 p.m. Thursday after visiting 
Kitimat Village. The biggest problem in the 
village is lack of power, said Shelford, and the 
department of highways ordered 50 gallons of 
"I'm asking that Kitimat Village be declared a 
disaster area," said Shelford. 
He said the department of Highways is doing 
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Highway very carefully in the next few days. 
"As far as we know there is no major damage on 
the highway to Prince Rupert," he said. 
It is a ,tisaster 
As Terrace and the surrounding areas mop up 
after the rains, the only suitable description is 
"it's a disaster" as Hydro and B.C. Tel crews try 
to restore service while highways department 
workers attempt o bridge gaps in the roads and 
restore contact with the outside world. 
Two men are missing and presumed rowned 
after a CNR work train went into the Skeena 
River. It will apparently take days before the 
mess is cleaned up and the line opened. 
• While the storm that dumped record amounts 
of rainfall on the Northern Coast of the province 
seems to have past and the worst is over, Fred 
Davis of B.C. Hydro says it will be some time 
before some of the rural  areas get power again, 
There is ,  according to John Mitchell of II.~tro, 
no danger to the feeder tower '  which was 
surrounded by the Kitimat River where it 
crosses the highway. There .was some fear and 
speculation that the tower might fall, which 
would leave Terrace and Prince Rupert without 
electricity for several days. 
Kitimat was without lights for most of Wed- 
nesday night while crews worked to repair the 
numerous pans of lines and several poles felled 
by trees during the deluge and 60 to 70 kilometre 
an hour winds. The power has been going on and 
off in some areas of Terrace. 
Local RCMP worked throughout the night 
Wednesday helping residents at Lekelse Lake 
evacuate. Residents in a number of other areas 
con ' t  on  3 
! 
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Water flooded yards and took out bridges 
i: 
Training Opportunity 
Floorcovering 
The Apprenticeship Training Programs Branch of the 
B.C. Ministry ot Labour Is offedog a pre.spprantlceehlp 
course at Pacific Vocational Institute (Durneby), . 
designed to prepare men and women for employment In 
the Fioor.covedng trade. 
Course Term: 
From January 29 to May 11, 1979. 
Fees and Allowances: 
All tu tlon fees of persons selected for training 
wi I be paid by the Min stry of Labour. In addition, 
training and travel allowances will be provided, 
where applicable. 
Work Environment: 
The work environment for members of this trade 
is normally indoors. Installations will vary from 
large commercial projects to smaller residential 
application. Persons engaged in thls trade are 
required to kneel for extended periods and should 
have the necessary strength to handle heavy rolls 
of floorcovering materials. Because the work 
frequently involves direct contact with the public, 
courtesy, dO.operation and the ability to handle 
criticism are necessary qualifications. 
Course Content: 
• History of hard.surfaoe floor coverings w 
Prospects of the trade • Customer andemployer 
relations a Safe working practices a Hara..s.urrace 
materials of the trade • Hard.surface insta,atlon 
tools • Subfloors and surface preparations • 
Adhesives and their uses • Trade mathematics 
and basic layouts • Tile layout and installation • 
Sheet goods layout and installat.lon • Topset base 
Installation • Hard.surface stair installation • 
Tufted carpet installation requirements • Basic 
carpet instal ati0n tools • Tufted carpet 
preparation • Tufted carpet installation • Glue- 
down carpet installation. 
Admission Requirements: 
• 16 years of age and over w Good health • 
Minimum education, Grade 10 (Grade 12 preferred). 
Application Forms and Further Information may be 
ob|slned from: 
• Director, 
Apprenticeship Training Programs Branch 
B.C. Ministry of Labour 
4211 Klngsway, Bumsby, B.C. VSH 3Y6 
• Apprenticeship Branch Training Counsellors 
st Ministry of Labour Offices In 
Chilliwack, Cranbrook, Dawson Creek, 
Kamloops, Kelowna, Nanalmo, Nelson, Prince 
George, Terrace and Victoria. 
• Principal, Pacific Vocational Institute (Burnaby) 
3660 Willlngdon Avenue, Burnsby, B.C. 
VSG 3H? 
• Your nearest Canada Employment end 
Immigration Commission Office. 
• .:~! ., ~" 
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Some rasldenta in New 
Rome (above) bad to leave 
~..tbeb" homes in boats on 
.... Thtu~lay and three families 
decided to move out until the 
water suhetded. Water was 
rising in the Rome area 
about one foot per bout and 
the Zymogoiltz River finally 
overflowed its banks at 
abouL lS:30 a.m. on Thor- 
sday. The amount of water 
coming out ot the Copper 
~River into the Skeena River 
~ede it difficult for the 
Zymogotits to naturally flow 
into the Skeena River. The 
Chindemash Creek Bridge, 
(right) 14 miles east of 
Terrace, was one of three 
bridges that were out during 
the heavy rains. There are 
an estimated 44 washouts 
between Terrace and 
Hazelton and the h i~vay 
will not be fit for traffic until 
Nov. 8, says Cyril Sbelford, 
MLA for Skeena. 
NEAREST THING TO A LIFETIME* ENGINE ! ! I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that caused you to "trade in" every few yearn), 
EW T.M.T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR 
ENGIHE WITH A 50.000 MIE PROTECTIVE Du Peat 
FACT The coat of owning end operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you 
name i t - -has gone stra lgh# through the  co l / loo t  The cost of  gasol ine end o11? UPI 
The payments demanded by  ekllldd (end not-so-sk i l led)  mechanics? UPt The  
prlcetega on new care and trucks? UP!  It's posit ively e icken ing- -and l t 'e  going to get  
worse before it gets any betted 
£0 ALMOUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T,M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
,,The active Chemical ingredient in "T,M.T." has "And once *'T.M,T." has been added to in .111. 
a special affinity for metal wh ch causes it to sine-positive results can be seen through tee 
*'pate" and adhor.e t.o oil,exposed fr!ctlon su_r_- experienced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces Polymers atlracr mere polymers re a m~cru skil ed of mechanics, They will notice I. decided 
thl~kn~ which means a "controlled" build.up ncrease in compression readinp-welch leer, 
~'c~u"l:,;';i~ound'worn su faces~ which accounts ~r cites that piston and r n I seal have Improved. 
the numerous user-reports or reduced 'blow.by', Aft increase in Idle r,p.m,'s will also..be dete.ct. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after a few 
consumption! hundred miles of "T,M,T." "platlnll'. 
"And in order tO effect a permanent treatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only Is ,,T.M,T." easy to u.se 
T~ ~ seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached normal" operatln| temperature. I~e r mecNan c! The benefits that can be expected w!th 
engine should then be run for a minimum af "T.M.T." in the englne-are as fOllOWS: t • 
thirty minutes, in order to make sure that all creonad Gas Mileaae.-Increosed Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces O Consumption - Less Wear Oe fnternaLPods -
are required for the average passenier car or Reduced Emlss dOS-Lower Operatln| Tempera. 
small truck engine, turea- Easier Cold Weather Statist 
New that you've Imard from the expert.., listen te tM raves el erlllnlelf drivers. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE NAVE UOTTKN ARE SO SENSATIONAL WE CAN1" PRINT THEM, THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE BLEEPED' THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put T.M.T. io your vehicle, you'll be filling In the figures yourself), 
Motorcycle Racer "Bad Deal" becomes wrens. Of course he probably wm't ads t It until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm living him sets more power! 
"An an enRIoeering student and 
racer, I was interested in i what 
T.M-T would do In a tenth mile 
speed test. 
A series of runs from a standlna 
start showed that our E.T, (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M,T wan added to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c,c, Kawasakl Me. 
torcross racing motorcyce. 
As a student of englneerlns this 
proved that T.M-T reduced friction 
sod ,ncreased power," 
K.D. - -  Racer 
as a present." --H.W, 
Auto Mechanic 
rec0mmaade "T-M.T"! 
"1 am on Auto Mechanic and f 
drive a '67 Caddy~ and it was us. 
leg a lot of ins le the city and 
on the hiahways, I was |ettlo| 14 
miles to the p on but now~ elect 
I've been uslne'T,M,T" I ptck up 
XX gallons in the city-end XX p l .  
Ions on the hlahway, so I know 
you people nave a todd product 
and /will recommend tt," 
Mr. B.T.D. 
"Good Deal" •ith "T.M,I'." 
"i've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, angle treatmenls, etc, My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had just tested for 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it was T.M.T. 
My mileage has none from XX to 
on enbel evably astounding XX. My 
father, who le acai" mechanc 
told me it's impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
sayine that even fat,ers can be 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TeD&Y!  
• : ~ ~ ~ .  ~':: '.,~.~:~..~ . ....... , 
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERwHELMING DEMAND• (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). 
Enclosed is I"1 cheque or [ ]  money order 
17 one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Tell0a* COATING! 
Name: 
Address: 
*Rel. U.$. Pat. Office for 
i Du Poet's fluorcarbon resins. 
: WHAT IS  TAFT?  
: TMTIs  a superconcentrated hqu~d for- 
imulahon mcorporahng Du Pont TEFLON', 
:the same chemical compound that went to 
: the Moon m the lunar vehicle engmes When 
:TMT ~s added to an engme crankcase, this 
: key mgred~ent mstantty goes to work agamst 
.the NO One Cause oi poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, h~gh operating tem- 
i peratures, and mechanical breakdown fr~c- 
, f~onal drag, 
" But unless you're a chernlcal engineer, 
• right now you're more interested m what TMT 
: does than how d does ~t So here ~t ~s, in a 
nutshell' 
: TMT IS FAST ~ There's nothmg comphcated 
: about usmg TMT-a  12.year-old k~d could do 
• it ~n less than 60seconds and not even get 
• his hands d~rty~ 
: TMT iS PERMANENT ~ It's an engme treat- 
: sent. not an od treatment Just one smgle 
apphcahon ~s all d takes to permanently pro- 
i tect your engme, for as long as you own your 
• car~ 
: TMT 1S SAFE ~ We've put our money where 
our mouth ~s on this w~th a $1.000,000 
Product L~abdity Pol0cy issued by a nahonalty 
famous insurance company ~ 
• TMT IS EFFECTIVE r Effectwe for any car. 
truck• or other vehicle -whether  ~t's th~s 
, ,,year s model or one that's 15 y0ars old~ Pro- 
; :tects and preserves new engmes 'hghtens 
':up" and rejuvenates old ones ~ 
.TMT IS GUARANTEED ~ Every TMT Treat- 
sent  sold carries with tt the strongest, most 
'~ron-clad Guarantee we could th~nk of ~- 
:e GUARANTEED Better gas mdeage 
more mites from every tankful or 
money back m fulP 
• GUARANTEED Leesod burnmg long- 
er periods before "toppmg off' or 
money back #n full ~ 
• GUARANTEED Smoother engme perfor- 
: mance less stalling and rough ~dhng 
or money back ~n full ~ 
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and h~gher compression more z~p and 
acceleratron , or money back m full ~ 
O GUARANTEED Longer engine hfe 
fewer repair b)tls (especially for costly 
rag and p~eton lobe) or money back m 
fulP 
e GUARANTEED Al l  these 0mporiant. 
money-,~awng benefits no matter how 
: long you own your vehicle or money 
back m full ~ 
In wew of the many possible sawngs and 
: benefits cded above, what do you suppose 
i any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.time, permane,lt treatment of 
TMT? $50 O0 ? $100 O0 ? MORE ? 
"" Well• helen to th~s The estabhshed retad 
price of TMT ~s only Si4 95 ~ Thats rrght, only 
S14 ~--a  tiny ,nvestment hat could possibly 
pay dself back dozens o ~ l~mee over. ,n say- 
rags on gas, od, and repair bdle Fantashc 
City: Prov.: . P.C, 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Station J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
i., 
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Where Dan you buy- 
Televisions, 
Toshiba, 
ReC.A., 
Admiral, 
Panasonic, 
Stoves,. 
Freezers, 
Berkline, 
Maytag, 
G.E., 
R eadymade Draperies, 
Living Room Suites, 
Dinette Suites, 
Bedroom Suites, 
Washers, Dryers, 
Dishwashers, 
Refrigerators, 
Microwave Ovens, 
Westmills, 
Water Beds, 
qp ~ 
Harding, 
Carpet, 
Lazy-Boy, 
Sklar, 
Kroehler, 
Jane-Air, 
Moffat, 
Kirsch 
Vilas, 
Toby, 
Stereos by Famous Brand Names, 
PHONE 847-4485 J 
FREE SERVIOE d ~ ~ O  ~ ~ ~  
.uv , - I ,  
,n . .  8 v Fu ishings KITIMAT AREA 
. . . . . . . .  When quality matters, 
OPEN #~' -~ ........................ li" r.'~'.; ~t :~,~ ~--..--..q 
TUES. TO SAT, " "  WOOL'S cne~ cud il[~.._qll 
Ed 
1073 Main Street 
Box 70 ,  Smithers 
Boat would be betterL 
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This Kitlmat resident could have driven a boat 
down thestreet. Scenes like this one are familiar 
as residents in the Terrace-Kifimat area learn 
how 1o survive the worst rainfall in its recorded 
. % . ,  . . . . . . . . .  
• . . ,~  ~1,~. , . .~ ; ,  . . : . ~ . ,  . .~  . .  . 
, . . . , . .4~,~: ,~,~a:~.~ . . . . .  .~i<,.~:~ • .., :: ~....~.,~:.,,.,,,~.~,,, =, .::.:::,. :..: . . . . . .  ,. ~.~..~ ... , . , ......... 
. . . . . .  : . .~. ,  . . . . . . . . .  , , _  ..... .~7 . :~, : . ,~ ,~: ' : :  ....... ~,~,:, : ...... , . . . . . . . . .  - ........ 
history. Terrace.Kitimat Airport says that 2E 
millimeters of rain fell since the beginning of the 
storm. 
FROM ONE 
A disaster 
were asked to standby in case waters continued I 
to rise. 
Two people were trapped in a car Wednesday 
night after a ear accident'which" occurred bet- 
ween two washouts. ,lames Wallington of Kit- 
wanga and Joseph Jarsma were taken to 
hospital in Terrace by helicopter Thursday 
morning at first light. Wallington, who is sub 
fering from a fractured neck, is in stable con- 
dltlon, while Jarsma was treated for bruises and 
': ~;An0iher helicopter mercy flight took formula 
to a three-month old baby in Rosswosd who is 
allergic to milk. The helicopter flew another 
child, Mathew Crumm, in need,of medical at- 
tention, to the hospital. A third child that 
authorities were concerned ab~at didn't need to 
be evacuated. 
As the rain eased off on Thursday and water in - 
some areas began to recede, the highway to 
KitRnat was opened to truck traffic only. It is 
still one lane. 
On Highway 16 East, three bridges are out, the 
bridge at Chindamesh Creek, 14 miles from 
Terrace is out. The bridge at Legate uree~, 
miles from town is down. The Little Oliver bridge 
is out. It is 26 miles from town. 
All roads north remain cut by washouts. The 
highways department were aware of at least 25 
places in this district where roads have been cut. 
Kitirnat Village remains cut off after a bridge 
washed out there several days ago, backing up 
the creek that seperates the native village from 
the city of Kitimat. 
Damages in which resulted from the three 
days of rainfall will take days to compute. At the 
moment just the damage to the highways is in 
the neighberhoed, of $15. million. Investigators. 
from the provincial government are expected in
the area shortly to assess whether or not special 
aid will be made avaUable. For now, all most 
peeple can say. of the approximately 20O 
inillimetres of rain is, "it's a disaster". 
We huve a 
Sules Oppodunity 
for uniquely qualified 
WELDORS! 
You will be selling welding alloys and equip- 
ment, serv ice and  sys tems to  o ther  we ldors  
and to plant management at all levels. 
I f  you  have  we ld ing  exper ience  
i 
. / - - ,~  and  en joydemonst ra t ing  your  
( =~-= c |  we ld ing  ski l ls ,  we offer you . . .  
~1  ~/Complete  t ra in ing .  
.t~.\'~ _a X/Highest quality products. 
I /~ '~ '~ /~ ~/Sa lary  p lus  commiss ion .  
V J \~ ,~7 x /Car  a l lowance  & bonuses .  
I _ ~ ~ ~  ~/Protected sales territory. 
e- ]~-~ Call Collect forlnlervlew: 
J . .~.dlM~ ~. -~ LANCE MORLEY 
I F '~!  ".,~t~ 6,-635-6302 
) ~  11a.m. to7 P.m. 
[L  . " ~  Slumber Lodge, 
[ ~ Terrace 
I I!EM~..~,,,-14702 Lakelse, L.F.E. 
I I[Jl~g~=: I EUTECTIC" , ,  
i ~ Canada Ltd. o 
,•y, 
..,a 
7 
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The  fifth in'~ ~eries of MB reports:  
[ Jow we help nature. 
I 1 And how that helps 
your future. 
"Only God can 
make a tree." 
But man can help make a better 
tree. That's one of the things 
we're up to these days. Learning 
new ways to help nature grow 
trees faster and better in the 
forests we manage. 
The "plus" tree. 
Clones of superior trees known 
as "plus trees" have been estab- 
lished in our seed orchards near 
Nanaimo. MB researchers are 
now developing improved swains 
using the "plus trees" as parents. 
The resulting seed will be used 
in our plantations to produce 
• timber stands having the most 
desirable characteristics. 
Intensive cultivation. 
Our foresters, cientists and tech- 
nicians are stimulating both the 
growth and the yield of young 
forests through fertilization, 
thinning and spacing techniques. 
When each new forest is planted, 
its progress i recorded in detail. 
We're gathering a steadily in- 
creasing pool of knowledge, 
which we'll use to improve the 
trees in future plantations. 
The ecoldgical team.• 
A team/of MB scientists and en- 
vironmental specialists conducts 
detailed ecological surveys of 
forest areas before harvesting. 
Based on" their findings, we de- 
velop cutting plans that ensure 
the protection of fish, wildlife, 
watersheds, recreation and other 
important forest values. 
Product research. 
MacMillan Bloedel scientists are 
also developing new forest pro- 
ducts and improving existing 
ones. They're also working on 
ways to cut costs and reduce en- 
vironmental hazards. We're 
learning how to extract nmre 
value from each log we harvest, 
by using the waste from one pro- 
duct as the raw material for 
another. 
And you. 
Scientific management is help- 
ing MacMillan Bloedel make 
more productive use of every 
acre of forest land we manage. 
The bottom line as far as you're 
concerned is not just jobs and 
incomes for your generation. 
It's also forests that will continue 
to yield abundant c rops~~l  ~ 
in your children's time. 
MacMillan Bloedel 
.o  
" . . ??  
o . . , . . ,  
...-. 
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Nobel prize . 
peace prod 
NEW YORK (CP).-- of a now Middle East con- 
The latest group to p.rod flict, althongh reduced, has 
E~ypt and laraeltoward a by no means disappeared. 
peace treaty is the Nobel" Begin'a recent hawkish 
prize committee, statements on the future of 
The committee, which is Israeli settlements in the 
appointed by 'the Norwegian occupied territories and 
parliament and deliberates doubts expressed by some 
inseeret, madeitdeariathe Israeli leaders over the 
citation for the lm peace wisdom of withdrawal from 
prize that it was mak[~the theSinol~owthatthepeace 
award to Israeli Prime movement started a year 
Minister Meunchem Begin ago when Sadst made his 
and Egypt's President breakthrough visit to 
Anwar Sadat as an an- Jerusalem, still rests on a 
courngemont to keep ~emo fragile base. 
on their torturous pare The announcement of the 
peace. The twe leaders, once award drew cynical 
snickers-- like the New York 
sworn enemies, will share wag who remarked that the 
$173,700 in this year's prize, 
part of the bequest set aside two leaders were given the 
by dynamite millionaire prize Jointly to stop them 
from fighting over it--and 
AifredNobct on his death in scathing condemnation. In 
1896. 
• But whether Nobel in- 
i tended the peace prize to be 
mad on a lure is not clear. AS 
laid down in his wtil,,,the 
prize was to go to the 
I person who shall have dano 
the mnst or the best worn for 
fraternity among nations, award. In1973, thepri~wan 
for the abollUon or Motion awarded jointly to 14 m'y 
of standing armies and for Xiaslnger,  then U 
the holding and p ,ram olios of secretory m..sm .~, ...an__ 
~eace congresses, use "silo of Norm vtemam 
- -  for their work in ending the 
Begin and Stida~, M+ ~_~0 +1~. - . war+ il}. Southeast Asl.a..A.s i! 
they are ~01'l~+0n ' '~n ~ out, Le Due aecunea 
agreement, are~stfll meeUng theprizeand~ewarwenton 
stumbling blocks. The threat for another two years. 
THINK SMALL 
BY' JIM SMITH 
in i n ill i m 
What's a Dollar Worth? 
Maybe it has something to 
do with the Canadian psyche 
- an inherent belief that some- 
thing awful is bound Is flatten 
us. 
"Maybe it's nothing more 
than an unusually harsh fall 
sending chilis down our collec- 
tive spine. 
Or maybe it's simply im- 
possible to look on the world 
with good cheer when the post 
office is crumbling before our 
eyes. 
Whateve~ the reason, (here's 
no ignoring the shock which 
has overwhelmed the Cane- 
dim public as the dollar plum- 
mets to one low after another. 
The state of the Canadian dol- 
isr has become a national Cal- 
vary, our own version of the 
Bay of Pigs, the skeleton in 
our closet eaposed for the 
world to see end Jeer. 
The only thing wrong with 
the sackcloth.and.ashes rou- 
tine is that It's so absurdly un- 
necemry. Canada may have 
seen better economic times 
bel worse erases have been 
weathered comfortably as 
well. The dollar may have de. 
dined but it certainly Isn't 
down for the count. 
Accordln8 to the theory of 
Internationsl trade, e nation's 
currency slides when the coun. 
try's economic structure sags. 
This b 8enerully interpreted to 
mean that decline in u curren- 
cy is irrefutlble evidence thai 
the nation le in trouble on e 
81obeJ scale. 
AecerdJng to international 
trade theory, therefore, we're 
in bJ8 trouble. Our doltsr went 
down fester thnn the Titanic. 
The last time n currency was 
bnltered this badly, financiers 
were Jumping from window 
Jtdge~. 
But the theory of interna- 
tional trade Ignores one of the 
most important elements that 
Moscow, the official news 
agency Tans called the 
award a had joke, denoun- 
Begin as a terrorist and.~, 
Sadat as a sellout. 
01978 Uehmd P,m s ~  
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"This room you gave me overlooking the ocean: Is 
that tho Pacific, the Atlantic or the ArctkV'. 
ONS TI TUTI ON CONFERENCE 
A good chance  passed 
It is not the first time that OTTAWA (CP) --  The mitted a bargaining blunder power to appoint people to 
the peace prize committee provincial premiers, di~d~ in offering the provinces a federal legislative and 
has come under fire for its among themselves, have voice in federal institutions, judicial bodies. And most 
passed up n chance ~ get withnosjtrJ.ngs :~vto;~r~m~ent i sisted that the issue shonld 
something for almost ,.^'?.c~.~'..~;~,~m, h.~ be lumped into future 
nothing in the current ,,~ff,,,.~,,-'" .... "~o~l~ar'~v general negotiations about which level of government 
struggle with Ottawa tar ~u.uv~,~-,;.. ,, .~^j,~.~ ~, mlitical oewer uursa,-,,,s w. ' " '~  . j  should control powers 
r-r~,vnics'on~the sid lines of spllttingitsr.ef.o.zTnprop0sals r nging from flshe~es and 
the" present federal-, nfinstJunem.~t.wosmg .e~ minerals to television and 
provincial conference on the simp)y onermg, me family law. 
Canadian constitution say provmces a vozce m The proposal to give the 
the government may have Parllament and the top court provinces a say in ap- 
designed it that way. and proposing separate talks pointme,ts to federal in.. 
But the fact remains that on dividing more crucial stitutions, Prime Minister 
the premiers could have political powers to tax and to Trndeon said Tuesday, was 
accepted a federal offer of a spend. ' designed to respond to per- 
provincial voice in ap- His fear was that, having enniai provincial complaints 
poi,tments to a reformed given away the Senate and that Ottawa imposes 
Senate and the Supreme Supreme Court paints in the national programs, wit~..ut 
Court in Ottawa without first stage, Ottawa then giving proper consmerauon 
giving anything in return, eonld not use these con- to regional wishes. 
Divided, they e!fectively cessions to win bargnining Under his idea, the 
rejected that offer iFuesc~.5/., points, in the s~ond, lk~ore provinces would have their 
Shortly before mm Weak s impormnt rounu os u, . own nominees in Ottawa 
conference, a senior Ottawa But the provincial reflecting regional views on 
political figure involved in premiers have proved such legislation and in court 
const i tut ional  reform federal fears groundless, rulings on federal.provincial 
complained privately that They split on how they disputes. 
his government had com, should use the preferred But the premiers resisted. determine a currency's value - 
the actions of international 
currency speculators. The spe- 
culators are gamblers bnt you 
won't find them at the $2 win- 
dow of your local race track; 
the big-time speculators con- 
trol billions of dollars (many 
of them petrodollars today) 
that they bicycle from one cur- 
rency Is another. If they de- 
cide to ~ll  their holdings of 
dollars, the value of the dollar 
falls. If they decide Is buy dol- 
lars, the value of the dollar 
goes up. It's not much differ- 
ent from the price of houses: 
the more houses there are for 
sale, the lower the price of each 
tends to go. 
These speculators have 
been ganging up on Canada, 
forcing the dollar to dramatic 
lows. In part, they are noting 
out of distrust of Canada's 
economic management. More 
and more, however, they are 
following a pack mentality 
which goes beyond any in- 
depth analysis of our economy. 
Eventually - today, tomor- 
row or next month - the spa- 
cuiztors will decide to buy the 
Canadian dollar again, The 
dollar will rise and our eco- 
nomy will be recognized as 
healthy once more. The Is. 
provemenl will be due only Jn 
purl to changes In our econo- 
mic structure. 
More 1o the point, the value 
of the dollar is of relatively 
little real concern, When tl~e 
dolk, r falls, exporters are help. 
ed, importers are hurl, the no- 
lionel balance of trade Im- 
proves end more Jobs end 
smell businesses ere created. 
There's no need for pessimism 
- just understanding. 
"Think small" is an editorial I 
message from the Canadian 
Federation of Independent 
Sus Jneas~c,  
Their opposition ranged 
from a statement by Richard 
Hatfleld of New Brunswick 
that the provinces have no 
business getting involved in 
federal government to 
demands by Peter Longhoed 
of Alberta that the provinces 
should appoint members to 
federal hoards regulating 
transport and commu- 
niontions. 
Behind the publicly-stated 
reasons for resisting the 
federal offer, authorities 
suggest, is a recognition by 
the premiers of a possible 
tra.  
~P they accepted, their 
freedom to challenge future 
federal actions would be 
diminished. Ottawa could 
respond by saying that 
provincial appointens hod 
taken pert in the disputed 
action. 
In other words, the 
premiers would have no 
control over provincial 
appointees in Ottawa. 
AND HEAR HIMSELF 
He just wanted to sing 
CHICAGO tAP) --  In wire, rummaged around develop sonar for sub- his sparsely furnished 
office on the ninth floor d 
1938, William Cor'sin 
thought he sounded pretty 
good in the shower, good 
enough to ue an opera 
star. All he wanted was a 
way to hoar himself sing. 
Sohe turned to his cousin, 
Marvin Can"as. 
The result was the first 
wire recorder, the 
"talking wire"-- what we 
now know as' the tape 
recorder. 
The family had known 
eonsin Marvin was a 
genius since he built a 
flashlight from scratch at 
the age of four and a radio 
transmitter from a Model 
T cell at seven. At 22, 
working with scavenged 
piano wire, he built the 
forerunner of the modern 
tape recorder, a gadget 
that played hack his 
whistled tune, Yankee 
Deddie. 
His discovery would 
revolutionize the radio 
and movie industries and 
help launch television and 
rock music. It would aid 
development of sonar and 
mislead the Germans on 
D-Day. 
And it would make 
inventor camras a 
millionaire but leave him, 
at age 62, bitter about 
people who handle 
money. 
Back in 1888, be recalls, 
Ohorisnd Smith proposed 
that a teL of little magnets 
could record sound, but 
Smith's efforts to develop 
a sound recorder were ig- 
nored until Camras was 
approached byhis cousin. 
i "I took some old piano 
and found some old 
transformers thrown out 
by Western Electric and 
bought a motor from a 
flea market. I worked in 
my couSin's father's auto- 
body shop for maybe a 
couple of months," he 
says. 
Then Camras et up the 
~ nipment in the sement of his parents' 
home, turned it on and 
whistled Yankee Doodle. 
He rewound the piano 
wire and started the 
machine. There he was, 
whistling Yankee Doodle. 
"I was quite sur- 
prised," camrss says. 
"In fact, I'm still a bit 
surprised it worked." 
At the time a 
sophomore electrical 
engineering student at the 
Armor Institute, Camras 
took his invention to his 
professors, then to the 
Armor Research 
Foundation, a now con- 
stilting service. 
The foundation--now 
the Illinois Institute of 
Technology Research 
InsUtute--patented the 
invention and hired 
Comran when he 
aduated. Itwas his first 
and he's still there as 
a senior scientific ad- 
viser. 
"By 1940 wn had 
developed some pretty 
good units, but the armed 
forces were the only ones 
who could get one--it was 
all top secret," camrus 
says. "We used it to help 
train pilots and to help 
marines." 
But the big, ultra.secret 
~hroject involved D-Day, 
• Allied invasion of 
Normandy during the 
Second World War. 
"We recorded battle 
sounds and developed 
equipment o amplify it 
by thousands of watts," 
camrm said. "The 
record~ were plac~ 
where the invasion wann t
to take place, where the 
Germans, through 
planted false information, 
thought he Allies would 
land." 
After the war the public 
learned of Camrns's 
work. Headlines houted 
the marvels of the talking 
wire. 
in 1947, Cannas went to 
HoUywoal with his 
device--by then tape had 
replaced wire--eel 
movies haven't been the 
same since. Until 
magnetic recorders_ were 
developed, sound was 
recorded irectly on film 
with the use of a vibrating 
mirror, 
"It was very clumsy," 
Cannas says. "Within a 
few years everyone was 
using magnetic tape. It's 
the same basic system 
used today~ording has Tape 
become a $100-bllllon-a- 
yea,' industry but Camras 
says: "Money sticks to 
the people who handle it. 
An entire industry sprang 
up aroond the taps 
recorder, but not much of 
it reached me." 
Can.as looks around 
the 20-storey Illinois 
Institute building on Chl- 
eagn's South Side. "I'm 
told my inventions built 
this place, but it's the 
vice-presidents who have 
offices upstairs with car- 
developed 500 itwentions 
thpt have bee~. patent~. 
The Institute holds eaon 
of the patents and has 
issued liconces. L.J. Lo- 
renz, assistant to the 
director of the Institute, 
concedes~mrus's 
earnings "probably are 
minuscule when yon 
consider the ma~dtede of 
his invoutioas." But he 
adds: 
"It's normal procedure 
for employees of research 
companies to sign 
agreements tht assign 
any invention they come 
up with to the company," 
And, noting that the 
inventor has become a 
millionaire, Lorenz says 
Camrus was lusky that 
the institute developed his 
idea because "we took It 
far beyond what he had in 
mind., 
Meanwhile, what of 
cousin William Corsin 
who started the hall-or 
tspe--rolll~'~ 
"He heard himself and 
balFeed he sounded pretty 
ad," says Camras. 
"Lots of people who sing 
in the shower have made 
the same discovery 
tape. They sounded a
better to themselves than 
o~h~r~."  
rn s WEEx 
from Ottawa 
m .uu~--q---gw, ions Campagnolo, M.P. 
"Keep B.C. grean....spend money". 
It's an old lake-- but the message is still clear. 
Tourism Is one of the most Important Industries 
in our province, ands very Important creater of 
lobs. 
In recognition of this, and of the large role 
tourism can play In enhancing the economic base 
of all areas of B.C., the federal government has 
entered Into a $50 million five-year agreement 
with the Province of B.C. to assist the "travel 
Industry". Tourism is primarily the respon- 
sibility of the province, and the federal par- 
t lclpation- and money-- is in recognition of the 
industry's sti'atogic role In creating jobs and 
spurring our economic growth. 
Under the bgreement;i the federal and 
provincial governments/ 'through a jotnt 
management commiflee, will focus attention on 
supporting the development of various types of 
facilities:needed to stimulate in-province travel 
and to encourage longer vacations in B.C. by 
both residents and non.residents. Emphasis will 
be placed on reducing the seasonal nature of 
tourism, identifying and developing prime 
destination areas, and creating a long.term 
tourism development strategy. 
All areas of the province will be eligible for 
assistance under the program, except for lower 
Vancouver Island and the lower mainland. These 
areas do not need the economic assistance that 
communities uch as ours In northwestern B.C. 
require and have therefore been excluded. 
.The $50 million agreement will operate 
through several specific programs. 
Of direct assistance to persons in the tourist 
Industry In our area will be incentives to an-' 
courage the upgrading of tourist facilities by 
means of Iow.lnterep.t end+ forgiveable loans. I 
would hope that+through this program It will be 
possible ~fm: f~|li'ffes d~ch'~d"fH/) Lakelse Hot 
Springs to be revived and to again become im- 
portant tourist attractions. 
Financial support will also be made available 
for tourist attractions which will encourage 
visitors to stay longer in areas they go to, and 
there will be funds for development of the ski 
Industry at major locations, Including con- 
slderatlon of year round tourism complexes of an 
International calibre. 
The goal of the tourism agreement, and of the 
other components of the federal government's 
economic assistance programs to B.C., is to 
provide an environment which will a l low local 
residents to develop our economy in a respon- 
sible and positive manner. 
Tourism Is a particularly valuable Industry Jn 
this regard, and I am confident that the new 
agreement will be of great benefit to us. A 
responsibly operated tourism Industry can both 
be compatible with the environmental concern 
that Is so much a part of our northern lifestyle 
and create Jobs in locally controlled and owner 
businesses. 
Another example Of the benefits brought to 
northern B.C. by the federal government's 
economic assistance is the opening earlier this 
month of the new water and sewer system In the 
town of Fort Nelson, in northeastern B.C. Fort 
Nelson Is an area of very rapid growth, and the 
old sewer and water system was totally 
Inadequate to Its needs. 
A new $7 million system was built, with fun- 
ding provided by all three levels of government. 
The federal government's assistance in what Is 
normally a provincial responsibil ity has 
provided Fort Nelson with a sewer and water 
system which will allow it to meet the demands 
of industrial and residential expansion, and has 
helped make possible the rapid economic growth 
of that community. 
For further information on the tourism 
agreement or on other aspects of the federal 
government's programs of assistance to our 
area, please write to me care of the House of 
Commons, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0X2. No 
postage Is required. 
Let ters  we lcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public Interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bed taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. We ask that letters 
be typed and double spaced. 
. .  . '!- 
! , 
promise ~ a New World in tom,'" 
." the Momin~ to kevp turn~ Whittaker, lntervlewed 
• rest 1284ellin8 rear~.  Im~way tl~ou~ a ere.=: 
.'~l~e memat~ o[ seven. Canadatouro~elUm, sara 
y e axe ~ starvation is what there were days wheh he 
The Herald, Friday, November 3, 1978, Page S 
Roger  Whittaker sees a new day of  success 
WIHHIPV.G(CP)--Roger IIOI~ ,o make darn ,urel theWuhi:~vek~rit~ees~aoma concerts here Thursday, everylhl~ clinks for the ~Sddln~u~.eth~S~la, d, led lo~l~ concerts, they know what efiWenhi~lr~sgtuc~u~e~l~ they're bwlr~. It's up to me 
W~sdttsker doesn't need the' don't slip down to the ket- says he'e reached the pont performer. Other nights are btochemiat, but the mellow- where he will likely out baek a grind "10ut your baaic make some changes in his to deliver what l know they have been learninS his son@ 
tcaed vocalist never really on appearances, standard must be very program, in keepin8 withthe want with a degree of our. in French at school. In I 
audience reaction, prise, It's a question od general, they cover a wide 
swerved from his original Touring is demanding, he %ttaker ;  describes "When l~p. pie come to my supply and demand." range ~ ages. ~!~: Some nights,, who .. 
gob8 now,!' said patched bdes in his shoes 
the ]~ba 'n  singer, now with cardboard. 
ra l~ i  ll~ benefits of wide But that was long. before 
P°,'ll~i~ember ]odd~ In m=b hit numbers ,~s New 
Warld in the Mocnl~ and 
b~m ~ ou~dle and sayi~, The lest Farewell made 
• 'If I ever get In them. I'm_. Whittaker ahoueeboldvdea. 
g o a l  as an entertainer. The Uuth la that I was al- 
ways a singer, who became a 
scientist for a while. I'm glad 
I did. If I had gone into music 
first, I would never have 
made it." 
Whittaker, who closed a 
sellout five-night series of 
the ay 
Iotioe .of Poll 
Distriot of Terraoe 
otice Is hereby given to the eledors of the Municipality ` 
I that a pall has become necessary at the election now 
and that I have granted such poll, and further, that the 
luly nominated as candidates at the said election, for whom 
,=s will be received, are: 
DTHER NAMES OFF 'ICE TERM 
Marguerite '" Alderman 1979.1980 
Theresa 
Robert (Bob Alderman 1979.1960 
Ul Alderman 1979-1980 
Jaunlta Lorraine AMermpn 1919.1980 
Paul Thomas AMermeh 1979.1980 
Vi¢ Alderman 1979.1980 
Uly Marie 
David 
AI . 
RESID. ADDRESS" OCCUPATION 
4519 Programme 
Scott Avenue Administrator 
4923 ~ontracto~ 
Twedle Avenue 
4913 College 
Galr Avenue Instructor 
3401B Employment 
Kalum Street Agency 
Co.ordinator 
1-462S Construction 
Graham Avenue Worker 
4623 Alderman 
Hillcrest Argue .:~ 
Alderman 1979.1980 3734 Domestic 
Sparks Str~t . Engineer 
Alderman 1979.1980 4826 '= Accountant 
Halllwell Avenue 
Aldermen 1979-1980 4939 Merchant 
Park Avenue 
~11 will be held at the Clarence Michlel Elementary School 
slum, 3430 Sparks Street, Terrace, British Columbia, on 
, November 16th, 1978, between the hours of 8 o'clock in the 
ff and'O o',clock In'the afternoo6, . . . .  ~,,,~ , r  " ' '~  ~ : , ,  
e polls will be held at the District of Terrace ~unic ipa l  
g, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the 
f 9 o'clock In the forenoon and 8 o'clock in the afternoon, on 
i, November 131h, 1978, and at Mills Memorial Hospital, 2711 
it Street, Terrace, British Columbia, between the hours of 4 
.in the afternoon and 6 o'clock In the afternoon, on Friday, 
bar 17th, 1978, of which every person is hereby required to 
)rice and govern himself accordingly. 
under my hand this 30th day of October, ]978. 
Murdo Macdonald 
Returning Officer 
OFF 
Al l  Purchases  Monday ,  
November  6 9 :30  to  6 p .m.  
Join the;=growing number of Bay 
customers who enjoy the advantages 
of a Bay Credit Card. 
.~  , ,  ...,.,,~,,,,h, o f w m0nutes to a~poy.,,,,~.,,:~,~ 
' Applloabon forms are avadable from 
' any staff member. 
ST0RE HOURS WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER Ilp 1078 
Non., Tuos., Wed., Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Thur. 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. SATURDAY OLOSEO 
O 
B.C. Tel's weekend 
i~lte is I~al!y cheap. 
You can clial direct 
I 112) u) most places in B.C. )etween 5 p.m. Friday }rod 
~) m Sunclav torjtust 35¢ 
~1'  " .-- "11 or less per nunute. (MI - 
imum charge 23¢ a call.) 
' I . ( )N( ;  D IS ' IAN( ;E  WEEKENI )  RA I 'E  "! '()  M()S ' I "  P I IA ( ;ES  IN H.('  
- -  F.,..,. , , , ,  , tuNpAy FFmW y i=mJ  l ,.,,,.,M 
B. TEL 
• ,~  call .~)lneone long 
distance this weekend. 
And  talk it up  while 
l-ales arc down. 
Rill(.' de)o's n()t ap l ) lY .  
Oil calls I'rom hotel, nlotcl 
(~1" c(~i|! tel(.'l)[loncs or  to 
,~all[ Nc)llhc I'n IXfiaits 
not .~,rvcd by B.(,. "!~'1. 
• ! 
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Fall f rom tn (, ,p 
-- It is, and leader of the 5,300- since returning to being an 
m m e, Me,ro  o.oo 
shop cop, the pits. Association. lie was 
~For almost two years, defeated in his bid in early 
Allan Evelyn was the October to be re-elected and 
spokesman, chief negotiator now has his first assigranent 
: Tw/n Theataes : 
41 41 
41 
41 41  4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 
41-  4z 
* SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 41 
41 
* NOVEMBER 1-4 The One and Only 
4( 4( 
HOVEMDER 5-7 The Evil and the 
i Deep i Summer Rain 
41 4( 
41 4( , NOVEMBER 8-13 ( 
41 4( 41 Cat From Outer Space 4( 
,~ , ,4(  
: i used to pick up before he 
became the top man in the 
association. At that time he 
~' NOVEMBER 4 i worked in plain clothes and 
so got an extra five per cent 
Salty 4( courts, he will be in uni- on top of his salary. In the 
...... ~ form--so no allowance. 41 4¢ 4( > Evelyn'was defeated in the 
4I 41 OOTODER 29-NOVEMBER 4 .41 Connelly. 
41 
The Cheap Detective 41 
41 
41 4( assignment. 
NOVEMBER 6.11 .~ 
4( 41 
41 41 41 Grease 41 
4( 41 
, 41 
ordinary policeman. 
He's on court duty, which 
means he will spend his days 
calling witnesses to enter the 
courtroom, and doing the 
variety of other chores that 
help keep courts functioning. 
But for cops assigned to 
the duty, it's a gopher job-- 
someone calls for something 
and the policeman goes for 
it. 
"I started work Oct.30---- 
Hallows'an," says Evelyn. 
"It's very, very ap- 
propriate." 
His defeat in his bid to be 
ree lected assoc iat ion 
president doesn't mean only 
the courts job. He was 
getting $34,000 a year as 
union chief, and now he 
reverts to a first-class con- 
stable's pay--about $21,000 a 
year. 
He doesn't even get a 
clothing allowance, which he 
41 union election by S.Sgt. Mal 
4~ Police Chief Harold 
Adamson is not sympathetic 
to Evelyn's obvious 
4( unhappiness at his new 
"He can always apply for a 
transfer," Adamson says, 
"You won't find anyone on! 
this force who has ever: 
applied for a transfer that 
didn*t get it--eventually." 
Adamson also disagrees 
with Evelyn that the cour.t 
assignment is the pits. ":' 
"I think that's insulting t~ I 
all the men who work in the: 
cour ts .  ":  
Refined for her 
washroom. "I thought, to Canadian avy from 1965 PORT CREDIT,. Ont. 
(CP) -- Valerie Usher's hack with this--for the to 1967, at which time she 
mother had always e;t- lack of a washroom I'm 
eeuraged her to choose not losing a job." 
whatever career would Mter a brief in- 
make her happy. But she vestigation, Texaco hired 
never expected her Mrs. Usher in January 
daughter to become a this year. 
process operator at an oil "It was really an 
refinery, embarrassiag misun- 
The 32-year-old mother derstsnding at another 
of two has been at the job level of the company," 
at the Texaco nil refinery said plant manager 
here for eight months, but Charles Ramsay. 
getting it was half the "When this situation 
battle, came to my attention, 1 
When Texaco first pointed out that sexual 
turned down her job discrimination and prej- 
application last year, udiee is not shared by me 
Valerie complained ofsex or the company," he said. 
discrimination to the "There are women 
Ontario Human Rights process operators in the 
Commission. U.S. plants." 
"The job requirements Valerie now uses a 
were Grade 12 and being washroom previously set 
physically fit," she said. aside for visitors in the 
"Well I'm fit and I have employees' building and 
two years' post-graduate the refinery put in a 
• education as well." special shower for her. 
Mrs. Usher said the Working with a large 
refinery had never hired group of men is nothing 
' a woman before, and new to her. She was a 
there wasn't any women's radar technician with the 
learned much about 
motors, pumps and 
valves. It comes in handy 
in her present job. 
"Sure, I get the odd guy 
tease me and say, 'So you 
haven't quit yet, eh Val?' 
But on the whole the guys 
here are super-- they've 
been really helpful." 
Valerie is a member of 
the Oil, Chemical and 
Atomic Workers Local 
593, whose national 
director says several 
women are working as 
process operators in oil 
refineries across Canada. 
Six women have started 
at Texaco's new refinery 
in Nanticoke, Ont. 
Another four are training 
at Esso Chemical in 
Sarnia, Ont., and several 
women are working at 
Gulf Oil's plant in 
Clark,on, Ont. 
Valerie, who is paid 
$8.26 an hour, says she 
finds the work 
challenging and the at- 
mnsphere friendly. 
He's one of the first 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Quentin Crisp sat demurely 
in an armchair. His hair is 
grey with a mauve rinse. His 
conservative shirt and tie 
are a marked contrast to a 
face that's powdered and 
rouged. 
'~am what you see," said 
Crisp. "An aging, effeminate 
i~0mosexual." 
Frail and elegantly 
flamboyant, England's 
tribute to individuality has 
been a walking civil rights 
case for more than 45 years. 
"I don't represent 
homosexuality. I represent 
myself," said Crisp, whose 
one-man show kicks off a 
United States tour in New 
Haven, Conn'., Oct. 31. From 
there, he goes to Wash- 
ington, D.C., Philadelphia, 
New York, Chicago, San 
Francisco and Los Angeles. 
The controversial subject 
of the acclaimed TV 
documentary The Naked 
Civil Servant, Crisp invited 
ridicule and beatings when 
he first came out in 1931 on 
the streets of London. He 
which certain forms of sex 
were forbidden, provided I
was free to give expression 
to the feminine parts of my 
nature." 
Crisp's evident homosex- 
uality--"l wore make-up at a 
time when even on women 
eye shadow was sinful"-- 
inspired the self.mockery 
and witty insight into sexual 
role-playing that charac- 
terize his show. 
Despite a change in the 
gay stereotype--from ef- 
Drinking habits 
making c]h anges 
NEW YORK (Reuter) -- During the firstsix months 
American drinking patterns of this year, total imports of 
are changing rapidly. More table wines, the most lm- 
and more serious drinkers per|ant category, were $35.7 
are abandoning hardiiquor million. 
in favor of wine, particularly Italy shipped 17.3 million 
dry white ones such as gallons, or 46.6 per cent, 
Chablis, which originates in while France, the former 
France's Burgundy region, leader, sent 6.7 million (18.8 
"White wine has replaced per cent). 
hard liquor as the primary Lueio Caputo, head of the 
• predinner drink," ~ sllY ~ Italian Trade Comndss!on in s
Sheldon Tannen, a peene u New York, attributes linty 
co-owner, enormous gain to corn- 
Why white wine is sud- 
denly so popular no one 
knows. Tannen thinks It may 
have something to do wlth 
the growing diet eon- 
selousnnss ofAmericans, for 
petitlve pricing and the 
improving quality of its 
wines, now government- 
inspected andcertified. 
The U.S. wine fad has 
benefited West• Germany, a
white wine has fewer major whitewine producer, 
calories than hard liquor, even though the country 
Whatever the reason, the trails Italy and France in 
ehangiug drinking habits, imports into the country. In 
which began a deca~ ago, the first hag of 19"/8, West 
has turned Americans into Germany shipped 6.1 million 
wine drinkers, gallons of table wines to the 
The year 1977 will be U.S., an increase of l? per 
rememherod as a turning cent over the first half of 
point for the wine industry in 1977. 
the united States, with The wine houm has spilled 
shipments up 6.4 per cent over to cordials and liqueurs 
from the previous year. and industry figures shaw.a 
Total shipments of ira- sales-volume increase of zw 
ported and' heme-prnduoed per cent since t962. More 
wines to distributors rose to than 11 million eases were 
400.3 million gallons-- shipped in 1977, arise of .nine 
against 376.4 million in 1976, per cent over toe previous 
267.4 million in 1970 and 163 year. 
million in 1960. 
These figures are from a 
San Francisco-based trade 
group  represent ing  
California wineries, the Wine 
Institute, whose president 
John DeLuca says: "We 
believe wine is pert of the 
trend to moderation in the 
Us|led States." 
The institute says ship 
men's grew at a rate of more 
than six per cent in the first 
In Europe, liqueurs such 
as Cointreau and Grand 
Marnier frequently are used 
a a digestive, but U.S. laws 
prohibit attributing .any 
beneficial physical effects m 
alcohol. This may explain 
why liqueur manufacturers 
are placing more emphasis 
on other uses--for mixed- 
drink ingredients and 
cooking. 
six months of 1978, and the The growing popularity of 
Bank of America, also based wine has not been i~t on 
in San Francisco, estimates North American soft.drink 
they will go to 650 million and beer producers, ome of 
which have been buying It ~-  ;~ :; .~¢======~_._ . _~_ ._z  made no effort to hide his feminaey to ruggedness-- gallons in 1980. 
II '~  ~,  ~ Id~/ iT  L ~  outrageously effeminate crisp has not altered his Eighty-five per cent of the wineries in California. 
manner and eccentric ap- style, wines consumed in the U.S. Almaden ow is owned by 
i ~ ~'~ ViitErl~'glllNIHGtOUIl~l l ~  "We now have inEngland are domestically grown, National Distillers, better pearance. 'co~,Nrm~,. ~r~osp,~,r"  *'Sex has never mattered public houses where people with California accounting known for itswhisky, gin and 
,,.~~ .................. to me as much as per- gu entirely dressed in leather for about 70 per cent of totsl vodka. Paul Masson is 
sonality--the right to be and chains. They even wear U.S. consumption, controlled by Seagrams. 
• °'~':°: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  But importers have been Heublein has,,,IBoeeulieu, 
II ~'W~71~7 ~ DiNE IN COn I:XOUIStTi yourself," he said. "! could crash helmets althoughthey II ~ ~_  ~ vEei,T|~ei maine LOUNG~ have easily lived a life in arrived by bus," he sala. increasing their share of the m s~,~_~ --l~n~us~riCeOlOny • • **************************  market. Nearly half of all _ reel, on. ~ --  ~ < of 
~ ~ o l m  ,,,,~o ........... t ~ F - ~  imported wines come. from _ua.ns°a,l~el~eR~li~ r, l i ly,  which rogistereo a 42- cuutrum . . . . . . .  
"~ i per-cent increase in exports winery ana :~w~tzerla~lS 
"'; * the first half of 1978. me uerlnger wine y. 
TIIUTRE: of table wines to the U.S. in ~esiie ~o. recenuyacqu r
" - '  ' " i PnSiS i : f ~,.,,,,,,,o,,. 624-2621 o 62_4.335 ] : :/ : 
N L ' ...... ""-  I r - i i  t Snack  food  idea  Lo n or  A ew ~ ~ ,  - :," "~ffi=J~ Hidden somewhere in the 
P l a ce To.T ry? ~ paper are two Terrace t Mothers don't want to These findings resulted 
displease their youngsters from research and consumer 
by making unpopular testing done by William 
WHY NOT HECTOR S AT THE LAK£LSE. ~ [--~ phone numbers. :[ decisions. Neilson Co. Limited, TRULY A QUIET RELAXED AT 
MOSPHERE WITH A VERY SPECIAL t ~ 4( This is partieularly true in Toronto, one of Canada's 
MENU TO GET THE TASTE BUDS EX Findlhem, and if one is yours you've ~ snaek.typefoods. Theywant largest confect ionery 
to please their children but companies. 
won.  
"~ Pick up your tickets at the Herald 41 increasingly they are con- Based on the study, the 
office I 3212 Kalum St. ~. eerned about giving them company decided to develop 
• ._~ ~ - - wholesome foods, a barcalled"Country Crisp" 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT TRY 
THE TURNEDOS ROSSINI FOR THE 
LOVERS OF FINE BEEF OR SCALLOPS 
FLORENTINE FOR THOSE WHO LIKE 
SEAFOOD. 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD FOOD 
ARE YOU WILL FIND THEM AT HEC- 
TOWS. 
For Reservallons Please Ca11.....638 6141 
r 
Park 
Avenue 
Phone 
635-6111 
IM TERRACE 
~ 1  which contains only natural 
foods. For example, *'But- 
tered Walnut" contains 
rolled oats, brown sugar, 
walnuts, coconut oil, dairy 
k~l~ ' f - "~ '  ~ I butter, honey, eoeonut, salt, 
• ~ lemon juice, soya lecithin 
and natural flavoring. 
"Natural-ingredient food 
products rank among the 
M.,h.,,..', ~,,,,,,v. n,~, ,S~ ,,~,,, ho~,t (~.,d l,,caI~,~ - I ~k  hem hottest items in the food 
bs*.iih. I Jag ~.li II~v ttslil ~l,~tll~ Pink. ewal dov/~loIRI, sho~pirlfl i l h in  2 industry today," says T.R. 
him'ks 12r* dil l ,~'l ivelv aplminled dh.4"ondtiloni*d lmlmml, MIMI[~ i~¢ieltcV l,amont, vice.president, 
,ml|'. mid ~uil*~. - e.~rh wtlh pflval¢ balk, colin lV  amd photo,. Dining marketing, of Neilson. He 
L n,,,m .~4 c,,,~e sh,,p, hmn, ~h ~|,~m.m.. '~m~ ,rodM~|~n [ cited whole-grain cereals 
II.o,t~ Iklve.in I,d~bV and fi~, pmldng, and yogurt as examples of 
175S I}avk" Sliest. Vaswot:velr V6G IWS. IP~:  6041-682-1831 ¢oUect other products which  are  
T,t,,,: o4.si tgt growing in popularity. 
,, . '*Our esearch showed that 
. . . . . . . .  i , -- • '*~-, , , '  ,~L~'g~ consumers aremoreaware 
i ;, -~=-  -~ . . . . .  I! |:f~.~imetl ! 'i:Z;Ml:°:ri I f!ee:n:a: :giii 
I - l ' J ¢  j ' t  Ever time you buy me '~4 . ' s~oP~lehiiwgani tohi~bhbte on 
tram the Pilla Hut from the 3rd~ 4th, §lh el we think our new, product 
0.  w o,o oo,,a, ,o. ,o ,he ,0,..0 [ ° "  " - - ' :0 :'11 
' - ' " "  0" 0a" hn"° I 7 
I , I " .f. 7' I i ' " ' "" ' ""  . /¢"  " I ,,,o ,o, ,.,d.,n,,,,.,,,m.nd / 
I k i t  - e , , . , , , , , , o . . . .  
i ~ ' ' I I  II~l lira011 Ilillllt i ~l lllld ," 
S 
lmzu  nUT new nouns 1 I t ~ 4BiG lift. 10 W, I pol, ~h,ln0er.ms~ 
I non. io Thu. I1 a.m.-11:30 p.m. g ~ ! ~  Terrace,  l , ? l  i [Evelyn Anweiler 635.5571 
I Fri. to Sat. 1! a.m.-12 a.m. Sun. 12 p.m..lO p.m. i :=~. - - - - - .~==,~m=~~t=.m.m~" " il 
t' , / I 
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Hew IsraelfouristBoo.  , , .  Expected, FROM THE Pope praised for past aid 
ROME (AP) - -  Pope John tyla, LlchUm said in a state- centuries l~S had to struggle these same a i~ of the 
C H U R C H  .~, , , .  Je~enca men and be was lddden io for its security and i F- Jewish .p ie  d of the 
Nazi ~ml~lculu;~tition = Po~P~ the ~cel~r ors  P01bh car-, dependence, understands State of Is.e,." 
during the Second World dlnal's palace to avo id  
War by auktl~ them find arrest~remainingmereuntJl ' I t  g~'sP' ~ _ _ _ ~ . . . .  
MEDITATION: Epheslans 2:12.22 "... you are shelter and false Aryan the Nazis left Krak0w. 1 ~ [ ~ ' Y i ~  [] I "~E~WK 
members ofthehousehold of God...Christ Jesus identification papers, a "It is of interest that  Wl l [ l i~ '~L~l l l l  .nLP~I , _Yq~ 
- Jewish leade~ said Tlmr- Cardinal WoJtyla knew Jews - -  - -  ~ . . . . .  4V 
himself being the cornerstone in wh()m the whole sday. as a child, as a young man 
Are you still trying to hitch your wagon tea Deramatl~Lco&~,eefB'Nai from the time be was s~ 
Bflth. said the then Karol years old, and his el.oses. 
~~/~i l i '  i:i~i/~:;ii'/i'~i::i'~'~:iiii~i/ : ,!~,',~'~: ....... s ta r?  What  you need is to hitch your  faith to WoJtyla was "also active in friend and f o~n. er sch.om- 
~ ~  something solid, something at the center of life. an und id  mate, Jerry muger, m a 
Where Jesus entered into the synagogue and tangbt Every person needs a faith, to trust in something eoilabor,,tlnS with the Jew. 
Chr i s t ian  Democrat i c  (Mark 1:21) was at this spot in Capernaum, Israel, where 
now lie the ruins of a second-century synagogue. In 1977 
Israel played host to one million visitors, and a substan- 
tially larger influx is expected this year, with new discount 
air-fare savings of as high as 54 percent and favorable 
exchange rates dramatically dropping the cbst of an Israel 
vacation. Some 271,000 visitors last year were Americans, 
with about 40 percent of them Christian pilgrims touring 
biblical sites and holy places. Besides religious ites, tour- 
ists. can enjoy the nation's many fine hotels, groat night 
life, excellent restaurants, sandy beaches and fun resorts. 
• World's LargestScripture Library 
Scriptures in over 1,500 
languages and dialects, two 
fragments of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, and an exhibit on 
the history of the English 
Bible can be seen without 
charge at the world's largest 
• Scripture library. 
The library has nearly 
37,000 volumes, including 
superb treasures, and is 
housed at the headquarters 
of the nonprofit American 
Bible Society in New York :~. 
City. J :' ~ 
One of the library's 
annual chores is the prepara. 
tion of an annual Scripture 
language count. The latest 
count reveals that at least 
one book of the Bible has 
been translated in~.o 1,631 
languages or dialects, repre- I 
senting the spoken tongues 
of 98 percent of the world's J 
people. < 
With a staff of nine, the 
ABS Library answers in- 
formation requests from [ 
museums, public libraries, 
l 
seminary libraries and other 
related institutions as well 
as from the general public. 
Among the treasures i~ 
the Scripture library are 4231 
Bibles produced prior to thel 
year 1600 . . .  a Latin Biblel 
printed in Switzerland in 
1474 . . .  a Wycliffe New 
Testament manuscript from 
about 1440 . . .  and a 13th 
century Latin Vulgate 
manuscript Bible. 
Many Bibles closely re, 
lated to the history of th( 
United States are in th~ 
including a copy ot library, 
the very first Bible pub. 
lidled in America: a 166£ 
edition in the Messachusett~ 
dialect of the Algonquin 
Indians. 
The library has a copy of 
the first English Bible 
printed in America, and an 
even earlier German'[ 
language Scripture printedl 
by a German-born physi-| 
clan, Christopher Saur, tel 
provide the Word to the| 
Pennsylvania German corn- I 
munity ("the Pennsylvania' 
Dutch") in colonial days. 
Here one may view such 
rarities as the Kai.Ftng-Fu 
Pentateuch Scroll, once 
used by a Jewish commu- 
nity in 15th century China. 
An illuminated Amharic 
manuscript was presentedto 
the library in 1950 by the < 
then Emperor of Ethiopia, 
Halle Selassie. 
The "Hefty Hawaiian" iE 
the first Hawaiisn Bible i 
which, due to the limits- 
tigris of available paper, is 
wider than it is high. 
A sentimental favorite of 
many visitors is a pair, of 
Testaments which belonged 
to David Livingstone thel 
great 10th century Scottish| 
missionary, in the Tlapi Set-| 
swans langu~e of South| 
Africa; J , 
The Library is open tel 
visitors Monday throughl 
Friday from 9:30' to 4:30,I 
It is located at 1805 Broad.| 
"way, at the comer of 61stJ 
Street, in New York City.| 
Admission b free. I 
beyond himself. That is part of being human. 
Faith Is what makes staying sane possible. It 
gives ultimate meaning to each day; it makes 
some coherence out of yesterday; and it provides 
hope for tomorrow.. 
So let's hitch our faith to something worthy of 
our loyalty. What shall it be? The Stars? The 
success of.science? The falling dollar? The rising 
Joe Clark? The Readers Digest? Or is modern 
psychology giving us sufficient reason to say, "1 
trust in myself alone?" 
The Bible says trusting in anything less than 
God will let you down eventually. There have 
been a lot of young people let down in recent 
decades because so many parents have taken a 
holiday from God. Perhaps this generation of the 
last fifty years will be known as the generation 
that let God down and tried hitching their faith to 
everything else from drugs to Readers Digest. 
It seems certain to be the generation with the 
highest rate of teenage suicide, the highest in- 
cidence of emotional and mental disorder, the 
highest statistics on family breakdown...or will 
the next generation top our record? God forbid! 
But God carmot help a people who will not hitch 
their faith to his "star", the Son of Man from 
Nazareth. Humble though he was in every 
human respect, he is the star God chose to be the 
center of the universe. ( 
Yes, hitch your wagon to a superstar. Hitch 
your faith to Jesus Christ who holds all things 
together. Make this the year you really put God 
back In your life. 
i 
organization which had a 
record of helping Jews." 
The Nazis bisek]inted We|- 
"It is our belief that Pope 
John Paul II, as one of the 
most distinguished sons of 
Poland, a country which for 
Things look up TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ 4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VaG 1L8 631.8171 Dealer Licence Number 020/~A 
HONDA Test ddvea Honda today. 
VANCOUVER (CP) .-- strong U.S. demand for 
Canadians are well on the Canadian products, wage 
way to a much better rates dropping to U.S. levels 
economic performance '~lmt or below, and devaluation of
we have to suck with it, J. the Canadian dollar. 
Taylor Kelm,y, president Bus!ness t! o( the CaBadJag Manutac- ..:.4~:..:.:..::.:~:.v.:.:.:.:.......~:.:.:...:~:.....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:...:..~.~..:.:...;:....:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~.~.~.~.~..~ 2 " ' ' ' ' " ' "  .. .. ... ..  !lii::: 
lurers' Association (CMA), :i:", ................................................. " ' '  " " " " " " " " " : "  """:':':" 
said Thursday, i} I 
to a Ifl our  ,.,.,,, o.o,=,,, ,. ot  hate  
wm o-- ,-., B said the performance of .0 .  Tel  Dnreotory.  
the last 12 months has been 
vigorous. , :~! i :~"  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-,.0 "Manufaetufln8 b now a 
: "qlgl~/ very positive contributor in 
Canoe's economy," he nsid ,'.',, '~-. DIAL.AN.ORDER 632.36113 
=..o,=-." '.., .w LAir, ,.-.'--- *'""=' v, , , . , . . . .  "" '"  
experienced a weHous IF ~' ~ |~nnO eLI'S PLACE - 791-2231 
slump. 
"Output growth is above PETS BEAUTIFUL. &15.9251 Listed 
Here! o,,'*Free'f°r ONE month courtesy of THEHERALD 
636 635"/ If you wish your Business Phone am "" listed for your customers please call iii 
the Ioag-term trend, em- 
ployment is up by close to 
1~..:000. j.obs, eaL~dty 
utflisauon = x~ix= q~Iddy 
, and financtal indicators 
show that halancesheet 
strength is gradually being 
restofi;d." - '  
He sind among the reasons 
for the turnaround are 
.,/ 
ATTEND THE OHUROH 
Zion Bapt is t  ( ;hure 
. 0orner Sparks and Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninpr 
0flioe li35-2407 Homo 630-6309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. ~, 
Uplands Baptist 
Pastor Bob Losyk 
636-4328 
Oornor of Nalliwoll and N. Thomas 
9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11: 00 a.m. Morning Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies 
"You Are Welcomeat Uplands" / 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY 
hristian Reformed Chur( 
Sparks Street and Straume Avenue 
Reverend S. Van DaMon 
Sunday School- Terrace 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School- Remo 1:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service / 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
4830 Slraumo Avenue, Terraoe 636-2312 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30plm. 
~SUNDAYMASSES 9:00a,m. j11:15a.m.7:30p.m. 
KNOX UNITED ONUROH 
490"/' LnzoNo Avonuo 
Ninistar Reverend Dave Madyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12and up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12: 11:00a.m. 
Worship Service 11 ~ 00 a.m. 
q.  
4726 LazoNo benue 6364019 
f 
Sunday Services - 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. 
11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion for the family 
M0nister: Reverend Lance Stephens- 635.5855 
;ALVATION 
4637 Walsh Avonuo .~ ,  
SUNDAY 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education Hour 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting 
TUESDAY NIGHT 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting 
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship 
SATU RDAY 
7:30 p.m. Youth Group 
Christian Counselling 
Emergency Welfare 
Spiritual Resources 
635-5446 or 635-2626 / 
CHURCH OF GOD 
3341 River Drive Terrace, B.O. 838-1661 
Reverend R.L. White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 
Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11: 00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p,m. 
Prayer Service Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
Mennonite Brethren Church 
3408 Eb! Street 636-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
Weloomee 
Ton To 
Worship 
'HRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH 
Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue 
Reverend Roll Noaterud 636-6882 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. j 
Sunday SchooJ, Confirmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
.,.,...~ 
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His proposal" : 
i T'V l l thprov ince  
6aide mining jobs in Abitibi, now ROUYN.NORANDA, Que. Abllibi region of Quebec make up the largest urban there are about 4,000. Low HARDWARE STORES (cP) - "Here's the llth feels left out. centre in Abitibi--with a 
nrovince," says Louis-Marie He also does it to rib mere- population of 27,000. copper prices don't help and, 
" industrial corn- hers of his family who back Noranda was incorporated although gold Is above lr~00 
111 listings subject to missioner of Rouyn- ,the Patti Quebecois. in 1926, Rouyn in 1927, after an ounce, high production costs have prevented a 
change without notice, Noranda, as he unfolds a "We're never consulted," mining began on the rich mapofnorthweaternQuebee 'h  eays. And this has been so gold and copper deposil large-scale resumption of 
and northeastern Ontario. since white settlement of discovered in 1920 by Nova gold mining. I 
• "If sovereignt.y-. ._ Abillbi got under way in 1912 Scotia prospector Edmund Noranda Mines plans to 
association can work mr me when the Transcontinental Horne. spend $3milllon to bring its FRIDAY 5 p.m, to midnight province, then it can work ,Rallwayline, pow part of the As industrial com- Chadburne gold mine in i 
for the region," he says, a CNR, 'was pushed through missioner for both towns, Noranda back into 
~ ~ - -  ~ twinkle in his eye. from Northern Ontario. Fortin's job is to attract operation. The mine would 
~ 9 A tall 61.year-old with the Ronyn, named for a industry to the area. But his operate only five years and ! 
If the Chadburne project CFTK A BCTV KCTS energy eta man20 years his French soldier killed in the life-long passion is Abitibi employ 50. KING mm 
(CTV) federalist but likes to joke Noranda, named by the long before1974 when he was . works out, a company 
{NBC) (CBr.) . (PB$) junior, Fortin is an avowed 1760 battle of Ste. Foy, and which he began to promote 
: about the tlth province to mining company that got its named commissioner, spokesman says, the same 
~ro-- '~ ~  The rectangular " l l th process might be used to 
5 131 ~ Mary Tyler Six Mister IS make his point that the start here, have fused to province" stretches roughly mine other small gold 
Burnett Moore Million Rogers News Hourglass Dollar Electric ~ from Chibougamau, Que., to deposits in the region. 
145 Cont'd. Conl'd. Man Company Kapuskasing, Ont., in the Another problem in Abitlbi i WANTE D north, dips south to the North is one common to other Channel of Lake Huron and regions of Canada away 
• Cont'd. C.~nt'd. cutS back across the border from built-up centres--a 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Cont'd. to Ste. Agathe, just 80 freight.rate squeeze. 
Conl'd. Flylng Cont'd. Conl'd. kilometres northwest of It costs comparatively 
145 Cont'd. High Cont'd. ConYd. I S e p t e m  ber 1 2 1 9 7 8 .o...l little toship the mlneraland 
i ~ ~ ~ ~ It is just as far---625 kilo- forestry products of Abitibi 
~ Cont 'd .  uownr tg~t  Auction metres--to drive to Toronto out, Fortin notes, but the cost 
Issues of the : 15 Tonight Cont'd. Disco Cont'd. as it is to go to Montreal and of bringing goods in is high. :30 Hollywood Laverne Circus Cont'd. Abitibi people share com- And Abitibi, which, 
: 45 Squares and Shirley Cont'd. Cont'd. mort interests with people in ironically, first was settled i 
~ ~ ~ Ter race /K i t imat  Daily Herald. Ontario towns such as as a farndng region, l o(#.s 
)lff'rent All In Don'ny Auction TimminoandKirkland Lake, elsewhere not only for i 
8 :~ [trokes The Family and Cont'd. We will pay $2 .00  per copy.  Fortinnotes. finished productS but for 
$ 
Who's Watching Front Page , Marie Cont'd. Both the Ontario and basle foodstuffs too. 
145 The Kids Challenge Cont'd. Cont'd. Quebec regions feel they are Abitibi is on the Lauren- 
~ ~ ~ [ Must be complete  issues, treated like poor cousins by tian plain, lying below the 
!~ Rockford Loto ~ Auction their respective provincial 5oth parallel. The flat lands 
Flies Canada Flies Cont'd. , Bring to the Terrace/Kitimat governments, and both have of Western Canada at the 
: 30 Cont'd. Special 'Black Cont'd. " resourcebased economies, same latitude are among the 
: 45 Cont'd. Cont'd. Mirror' Cont'd. Daily Herald Off ice.  The old Home mine in No- best farmlands in the world. 
~ ~ ~ randa c~osed last year, During the 1930s, govern- 
• )re Dallas To Be AuCtion putting more than300 minors ment assistance was given to 
out Of work, but the Neranda the unemployed in the cities 
Mysteries Cont'd. Announced Cont'd. Mines ore concentrator still to help them "go back to the 
Cont'd. Coni'd. Conl'd. Cont'd. employs about 1,000 and land" in*Abitibi. 
: ,5 Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Coni'd. processes ore from mines as But the soil was rocky and 
~ ' far away as Manitoba. frosts came early so that 
~ ~ "Auction The Unemployment was 16.2 most farms were given up. 11;  News Cont'd. National News Cont'd. EVERT FRIDAY & SATURDAY per cent in Abitibi in Sep- Today, two of every three 
Night News Hour Cont'd. II ~ Tonight tember, by Ottawa figures, jobs in the region are in the 
I lL JIs ~ Final Final C'oni'd. i/(EF0'S higher than the Quebec rate bush camps, saw mills and 
~ ~ ~ in which continues to hover pulp and paper operations of 
~-- - -1Q~ l l cont ,d .  Koiak Late Aqctlon TimberlandTrailerPark [Contd. Cont'd. Show ~;ont'd. B '~ ,  / 11.4619Queensway near 11 per cent. the forest industry. 635.9384 Ted McLaren, president of Mining is the second most 
~ l C o n r d .  ,Cont'd. 'North to Cont'd. " ~ l  / the C°nfederati°n °f important industry" 
iCont ,d .  ~ Alaska' Cont'd. iK RAFTS 61FT SHOP National Trade Unions' Fortin says that a change construction wing for nor- in the census area of Abitibi, 
thwestern Quebec, trimming the most northerly ! 
SATURDAY 10 a.m. to  5 p .m.  [ % -  challenges this, saying the portion away, has caused ; 
real rate of unemployment is headaches as civil servants i 
35per cent, adding that last inthesouth triedto cutback 
OER A l l l l )  S., ,M AC R IM E.,. JEWELLllV 
. , o o  , .  . . .  o -  , .o  :15 Space The Lord Cont'd. See workers in his union were The 1961 census indicated" ......... 
:30 Race Festival '78 Kidstuff Freestyle Th is  Week  jobless, the population of AbiUbi. 
: 45 !Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Conrd. The official figure is lower, Tembcamingue was 168,600. 
he says, because people no Ten years later it was 
a i : oo Fabulous Cont'd. Cont'd. Growing longer eligible for unem- 142,900, although most of 
:15 Funnies Cont'd. Cont'd. Years PLATE I)LOOKS ployment insurance are not drop ean be explained by the 
:30 Bay City Wild Show Conl'd. included and a lot o! the shift in the boundary. 
i is t 1 45 Rollers Kingdom Blz Cont'd. unemployed leave the region i • though the population is 
Made from your favorite china. Mos! patterns in to look for work. lower, Fortin points out that 
Vegetable L.A. McGowan Survival stock. "This is no paradise on its demogrephicmakeuphas ! 
• . changed. At the beginning d i 
Soup II Philharmonic and Co. Skills of 
Treasures Cont'd. Discover Cinematic stagnation affecting Western Rou~mNoranda were over 40. : , 1,5 Unlimited Cont'd. Eye Sale s28"" hg,  34"" The curren  period the IW0S most p ple in 
economies hits outlying Now S0 per eent are tmder =. 
t :00 KCTS 9 Cont'd. Joyce Kelly Auctlbn '78 QUANTITIES LIMITED . regions such as Abitibi Thelinguistic mixalsohas ; sooner and harder than changed. ' 
! • : 15 Auction Cont'd. Sings Cont'd. metropolitan zones, as cor- Secretary-treasurer H lga 
• 30 '78 100 Feel LIke Cont 'd .  ShopHours:9a.m.to9p.m.Friday&Saturday porations cut back on far-off Brewer notes that the 
Huntley Dancin' Cont 'd .  ~ activities first, he says. Protestant school board once. 
I a :45 Cont'd, IT] ~oTn thprp were ln~ had a 93-per-cent share of 
. .CO jAuctlon ,Street Journal Auct ion  ~ " i  S A T g R D A Y  | Pr°POrtY taxes but n°w i i s ' l  " l  :.15 ICont'd. iCont'd. International Cont'd. portion is less than fourper 
,~"  30 [Cont'd. Cont'd. Prim Cont'd. cent. Enrolment in the high 
J~ l  ::,5 Con t'd. Con l'd. Flare Cont ,  lINK school, which now is 100. was 514 in 1964, 
"00 Auction Circle All Star Auction Those of English origin 
-J.' 15 Cont'd. Square Wrestling Cont'd. who remain, such as Ted 
1 :30  jCont'd. [inside Cont'd. Conl'd. SUPER I McLaren, are bilingual and speak French all the time in 
~Z~, :45 Cont'd. Track Cont'd. Cont'd. SAVERS 1 
d :00 Contd. • 15 C nt'd Announced World Contd. to their region and no one is 
130 ° o ' Reach for lot Sports Cont'd more anxious to develop it 
• An_ther Pt. ' than Louis-Marie Fortin. 
mlr  :45 lof View lThe Top ICont'd, Cont'd. , Fortin recalls that dnring 
IllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIldlll the 196OS Noranda Mines 
Bu lbs  wanted to build a zinc 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  " "  '"" ° " " '  L i  g h t beenrefinerYa boonWhichto theW°Uldtown.'lave oo7c But Hydro-Quebec offered 
40 60  1 the company power in 
Valleyfield near Montreal at 
less than half what it would 
'*' 4 Bulbs • ~est in Rou~a.Noranda, nd 
. . . . .  the refinery was built in the 
~ SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER southern city. 
:.! Fortin takes another map 
• . from behind his desk. It 
shows the James Bay region, 
just north of Abitlbi, and is 
isbelled~ "Operation Bassin 
BaieJames," the James Bay 
With Easy Gleaning basin operation. 
It was conceived by 
Fortin, at a projected cost of 
$3billion, and unveiled Removable Liner ,, D . . , . ,~+, , - , "  
I ' - / I= ;OLU April28, 1971. The next day 
former premier Robert r,°" essur e Born ,  released etails of 
his "project of the cen- 
tury" -  the $6-blllion James 
"cooks all day while the cook's away. '  LINK Cookers Bay hydroelectric development. 
,. '199 Fortin traces the road- 
=~ - ..... I W-sq. sFing t~miml . . . . .  
lllllllliiilllilllllllilllllllllillllllllllllllllillllllll i $449. ways he suggested in his project and says that these' 
" W-stow terminal . . . . . . .  are t.h~ same routes elected 
for the present James Bay Gordon and Anderson Ltd 8,37 development. • 4L -  1 He notes that workers and 
materials for the massive 
project are, for the most 4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 6L 1 9.99 ~a,,, brought in from 
- Montreal where Hydro- 
' Quebec is based, and AbiUbi Ph. 635-6576 GORDON l ANDERSON LTD. is overinoked. 
L 
I I  Even though the develop- 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat, 9 a,m,-5:30 p.m, VL~4 4604Latelle 635-6576 ment--nowestimatedtoeost 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONDAY ~ Tues..Sat. ' 9 am. S:.~n p.m. $15billion-isonitndoorstep,. Fri. -- 9 a.m. - 9 p,m. CLOSED MONDAY Abitibi will not benefit from 
~ ~  ,, cheaper power rates.  
The awesome Montreal Canadlens, who have 
won the Stanley Cup the past three seasons, a re  
• off to what can be termed at best, a mediocre 
start In the present NHL season. As of this 
wrlfl l ia, with their first ten aames under their 
belt, they havea 5.4.1 recora, which for them is a 
• slump. Already the cries have been raised. Are 
the mighty Canadiens slipping? Have les mighty 
Habitlanfs lost their touch? What's wrong? 
The past four seasons, the mighty Montreal 
Canadlens have been undoubtably the team to 
beat in the NHL. With the formidable defense 
~rlo of Guy Lapointe, Serge Savard, and Larry 
• Robinson, the most mobile defence corps in the 
entire league, opposing forwards. ; have had 
problems evbn geffing a shot on goal. Even when 
they do, they face one of the finest goaltenders in 
the game today in Ken Dryden. Add that to the 
fact that they possess lust about the finest 
collectlon of forwards any hockey team could 
ever ask for, and you have a team that's awful 
tough to beat at the best of times. Even when 
they have a bad game, they usually manage to 
wln somehow. No wonder people are asking 
"what's, wrong?" while they're having their 
problems now. 
SHORT TAKES ON SPORT 
with Chris Porter 
I I  
Les Canadlens, for one thing, are probably still 
thinking a little about what happened to Pierre 
Bouchard, who was picked by the Wash!ngton: 
Capitals in the somewhat nonsensical drama 
known as the 'league equalization draft'. 
Bouchard had performed •well for Montreal 
during the past few seasons, but had somehow 
been left unprotected in this 'draft'.No sooner 
had he been picked, than Canadlens' front office 
organized a hasty trade that would have brought 
Bouchard back to. Montreal, and sent forward 
Ron Shuttto the Capitals. Well, the NHL's Board 
of Directors, in their Infinite wisdom, declared 
the deal null and void. Bouchard decided that if 
he couldn't play for Montreal, he wouldn't play 
for anyone, and subsequently retired. Could this 
transaction be playing on the remainder of the 
players' minds? 
After lust a few regular season games, their 
Oiiy hmold sp()RTS' 
with Chris Porter J 
I. 
prime superstar Guy Lafleur decided he was 
underpaid. He threatened to quit playing unless 
his contract was renegotlated. All of a sudden it 
was announced he had his new contract, and he 
didn't even miss a game. Mind you, even though 
Guy Lafleur is probably the best right winger in 
the game today, the Canadlens could probably 
win the Stanley Cup without him. But he's a 
great drawing card, folks, and don't kid your. 
selves, when les Canadlens are on the road, they 
are the biggest drawing card in the N H L, and one 
of the biggest reasons for this is that people want 
to see Guy Lafleur. 
With all these front office problems, it's almost 
understandable why they're off to what to them, 
is e slow start in this still young NHLseason. 
Having lost only ten games all last season, 
they've already lost four this time around, and 
already the cries have raised, "Are the 
Canadlens slipping?" These questions are at 
best, premature. It's entirely possible at this 
moment, that some of Montreal's players don't 
have their minds entirely on their game. Who 
can blame them? If Pierre Bouchard is ex- 
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pendable, they have to be wonderln.(l, 'Who's 
next?' Pete Mahovlich was traded for Pierre 
Larouche last year, who's going to go this year? 
Time will tell. 
Though les Canadlens are having their 
problems this season so far, the campaign is far 
from over. It's just a matter of time fill they pull 
themselves together, and become the team that 
hockey fans all over the country have grown to 
either love or hate. Ten games do not a season 
make, and whatever anyone may say, they are 
still the finest hockey team in the world today. 
They still have Guy Lapolnte, Serge Savard, and 
Larry Robinson playing defence. Up front they 
still have their big line of Guy Lafleur, Jacques 
Lemaire, and Steve Shutt. For a second line, 
they have Yvon Cournoyer, Pierre Mondou, and 
Yvon Lambert. And if that's not enough to give 
the opposition fits, they have a third line of Marie 
Tremblay, Pierre Larouche, and Bob Gainey, a 
line that would be the top threesome of just about 
any other team in the league. Add that to the fact 
that if any slick opposing forward should get 
through all this, there's Ken Dryden, or possibly 
Michel 'Bunny' Larocque two of the finest net- 
minders in the game today, and you have one 
awful tough team to beat. They'll pull out of this 
'slump' folks, and when the Stanley Cup playoffs 
come around, they will be right in the thick of 
things, and will probably win the whole thing 
again. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
Only 8 games 
Only eight of the 1,30 and Sunday mondng 
not'm116 Mi----n0rHockey-- s~rllng a.t.7.45. _ 
"ih'ter-C-~X Pep team Meanwn,e, "rerrace 
pmcs are scheduled tobe Inland Denworth Ban- 
played this weekend. Two tams and Pup Reps will 
d the four-pme series host Prince R.upert.. for 
wine re-scheduled to alter games talin8 tom@t a[ 
dates because Smitbers 8 o'clock and Saturday 
players and coaches will morning starting at 10 
be involved with clinics, o'clock. 
Also depending on road. 
If the roads are conditions i a proposed 
passable, then Terrace game Saturday night at 8 
Twin River Timber o'clock at the Terrace 
Peewees and All Seasons Arena. This game 
Midgeta re off to Kitimat features Terrace 
where they'll play two Chrysler Juveniles 
games each starting against Prince Rupert 
i Saturday afternoon at Juveniles. 
NO MONEY 
DOWN 
!! TRY YOUR TRADE IN il. 
New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Home 
Only $16,900 
Delivered and set up in B.C. - Let us 
help you to qualify for monthly 
payments of only S18911 
Purchasers will enjoy expense paid 
flights & airport pickup. Ninety 
homes for immediate delivery. 
Munday Homes Ltd. 
6401 Klngsway Phone Collect 
Burnaby, B.C. VbE 1EI (112) 437-1184 
Great taste 
with half 
.the calories. 
And Highlite'salso 
5.0¢. lighterinprim' 
lusts ./ciwu. 
• A.great light beer 
forall kindsof reasons. 
Province of Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of the Environment 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
LEASE BY AUOTION 
Notice Is hereby given that the right to 
acquire the lease-hold of 28 lots for 
RESIDENTIAL purposes and 14 lots for 
RESIDENTIAL and FARMING purposes 
located 3 kilometres North of Lakelse Lake 
will be determined by way of 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
to be held at 6:00 p.m. on Thursday, 
November 16, 1978 in the Lecture Theatre at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School, 3605 
Munroe Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Further: information regarding the lands to 
be offered end the terms and conditions of 
leasehold should be obtained from the Land 
Commissioner (Government Agent), Prince 
Rupert, B.C. or the Land Management 
Branch, Ministry of the Environment, Second 
Floor, Court House, 3793 Alfred Avenue, Box 
3460, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0. 
Terms and conditions will also be an- 
nounced at the time of auction. 
W.R. REDEL 
Assistanl Deputy Minister of 
the En~ironment 
Land and Water Management 
SMITHERS, B.C. 
October 4,1978 
F I LE: 0324406 No. 2 
R LTD. 
Most Anything -Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-iNDiVIDUALS 
Hours: Men.. Sat. 6.6 
635 7417 4946 Greig Avenue Be Phone 635-7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
369 • 5TH AVENUE 
RRINCE GEORGE, B.C. V2L, 3K5 
BUS, 564 .1488 
RES. B62 .2281 
K A~ w°°° 
E. 
~ A B J N E T S  
(NORTHERN) LTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
MEROURY 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OANAVENTURE 
(=, , , )  YAMAHA 
(outboard DOLM~J~ 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mort.- Sat. 8.~, 
Dealer Licence 4946 Sreig Humber 02013A 635-6929 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
636-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Lid, 
SERViN6 TEnnAei & KnTnNAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. • SAT. 8 a.m..  5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543 
BANQUETS PA  R : r lES  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
B. POLICHEK J .Y .  PAUL 
PHONE 635-5683 PPIONE 635.9252 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 
I ..... 
635-5232 
°~. FJH ~ L ' m  
Ready-Mix 636-3936 
CONCRETE TERRACE, B.C. 
OUSTOM OONORETE PROD. 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
MR. BUSINESSMANZ 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
ii 
' ' Ye l~owhead Fh 'e  ~ i o n  and  
f~;~ Yellowhead Securlti, Sa~tenuJ[J~ 
PRIVAI| INV|~|IGATOR 
4635 LAZI~LLE AVENUE 
TERRACE B C PHONE (604} 635,3863 
VgG 3N5 OR {604) 63S-3861 
0all us at 635-6357 9 to § 
Phone 635.4348 
4 
! 
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I Wbata 
a 
T .y .  a price makes. 
SATURDAY 
All Ibflnp oubJeot to ohHp wHhout notioe. 
6 p.m, to midnight 
2 *'"° 13 * ' *14  .:,v 19  ,c,, (NBC) ICBr.) (CTV) (P85) 
:00 ]Journey to 
: ~ Adventure 
News 
145 Contd. 
4HL IWlde IAuctlon '78 
Atlanta at 
Montreal 
Wide World il Of Sports ~ont'd. 
Contd. Contd. 
Cont'd. Contd. 
6:, I- r °,- : ! 5 Contd. Contd. Hour Contd. : 30 Anlmsl Contd. Contd. Contd. : 45 World Contd. Contd. Cont'd. 
Wild 
Kingdom 
Gong 
Show 
mmm~mnmmmmm mmmmmmmm 
lurer ruct  Contd. Country Contd. 
Cont'd. Apple Contd. 
Contd. Pie Contd. 
Saturday ICFL IAuctlon 
Night Football Contd. 
Movie Edmonton Contd. 
'Erldge ,at Vancouver Contd.. 
 'he I "d" ru.t,  River Contd. Contd. 
Kwal' Contd. : COntd. 
Contd. Contd. C~lt'd. 
:oo' IMa vie . 
: 15 'Centennial' 
: 30 Part 4 
: 45 Contd. 
See for yourself at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4~)2 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VOG. IL8 
038.8171 gaoler Llcence 02066A 
HOND~P~. Test drive a Honda today. 
Final CFL game  
th s weekend 
The two points in the playoff edge a vic.tory o'vbr 
standings won't mean the Alouettes, ~,defending 
anything, but there could be Grey Cup ebampions, could 
a tar e ychological reward mean, "\ ' 
,^- [g~*~ in the Canadian "I think that he g(lys..want 
~" ::'~'~;~ • ~. , , ,o  o~me to win. They always'Jlge to ' 
~.'oomaz~ -,~":~,"-7-o-?'be win in Montreal. It's ~ IMt ~amrna a~ ,,,~,,,,~-. ", 
twain ~Ytawa Rough Riders gam.eand~to~f°r~radm~o~ 
and the Alouettes. get mm a S 
The Rough Riders have for the playoffs. That would 
long since clinched first happen with a'win." :i 
place in the Eastern Con. Brancato said players 
ference, and the Alouettes ~uffering from even mild 
are assured of second place 
and the home field for the 
EFC semi-final Nov. 1, but 
the Ottawa-Montreal winner 
is expected to take a con- 
fident attitude into the 
conference final two weeks 
hence. 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats or 
Toronto Argonauts, of coarse, 
could have something to say 
about that. The winner of 
their meeting at Hamilton on 
Sunday will provide Mon- 
treal's opposition in the 
semi-final and, while elmer 
the Tiger-Cats or Argonauts 
would be heavy underdogs to 
injuries won't be risked in 
pursuit of a superfluous 
victory, however. 
The Rough Riders will 
have both Condredge 
Holloway and Tom Clementa 
at quarterback. Clements 
went all the way in the loss to 
the B.C. Lions at Vancouver, 
while Holloway directed 
Ottawa's convincing victory 
over Hamilton last Saturn,. 
"We'll he playing 'them 
both Saturday and in the 
p layoffs." Brancato said. 
' Naturally, if one d them 
comes up with a hot hand in a 
playoff game, he'll stay in 
there until he cools'off. the Alo~nttes, the visitors 
could be lease and produce a That's the Way we've figured 
surprise to use this_s~stem. W~'~ 
Other 'CFL games' on the -fortunate it0 have two,,o,u~, 
regular season-closing standing~i:t~rbacks. '~. 
weekend have Edm0n(o~. The..~l~ett~, who ha~ 
Eskimos at British Columb~::: suffered a staggering.strin~ 
Lions in a meaningless' gaffii~ "bf' injuries to their signal- 
Saturday night and Winnipeg callers this season, expect 
Blue Bombers at calgary Joe Barnes to start, with 
Stampeders on Sunday. The veteran Sony Wade on the 
winner of the Winnipeg- sidelines awaiting the call to; 
Calgary game will get the 
home field advantage over 
the loser in the Western 
Conference semi-final Nov. 
12. 
"I don't know how the guys 
fell," Ottawa head coach 
George Brancato said this 
week as he tried to assess his 
players' states of mind. 
"No team in the Eastern 
~U~y,  ' ' .'] %; 
The Ottawa-Montreal ' 
game will be televised on the 
CTV eastern network at 2 
p.m. EST Saturday, while 
the western network wllJ 
show the Edmonton-B.C. 
game at p.m. PSI' Satur- 
day. 
On Sunday, the CBC 
eastern network will show 
Contd. Contd. Auction Conference has ever won 12 the TorontoHami l ton lni  O.,d Contd. ~, 'd .  gamssinaseason. Wecan showdownat 2p.m. EST, 
~td Can,'d. contd. C~td I For further informal!on a .Military [ do that by winning Satur- andthowesternnstwockwm i l l  3o day. have the Winnipeg-Calgary 
eels V 145 Contd. Contd. Contd. Cont'd. 1Career Counsellor will be in,Terrace I Braneato is aware of the clash at 2 p.m. MS'I'. 
~ : '~:"~':~" :I" " '  1 1 !~ NeWScontd. NationaIprov. Affairs " '  CTVNews Auct,O~contd. ion Wad. Nov, 8th at 0anada Manpower  C a n a d i e n s  d o  it 
I l l  145 Saturday Night Final News Hour Cgnt'd. IGentre f rom G to 3 p,m, Ask about i 
Late Show Final CohPd. I pllot training for Grade 12 graduates I 
' to the Capitals 1 9  ~ ,Contd. i, Olvorce, Late LAUCtlOn I afld ask about  the. Feb. 1.1t d.eadlifle I ! IContd. ~.erI,, Show Contd. for ROTP Umversdy apphaahons. 
db L , ,  145 Icantd" Style' 'Van Ryan's Contd. .~ .  
~ Contd. Express ° Contd. 
~ -  ~e, , t~a~am I MONTREAL (CP) -  to a 4-2 victory over 
~ ~ • . ~ ~ ' ~ " ~  i i D0ugR|sebreaghand Maria W~hington capitals in" It 
'SUN0tT  " i i LV~3J~ ' : 'w~ *'~ ~'~'~".i ~' ~ blay se[/each other up 'N~tidr/~l Hoe.key Lea .Ig~e 
~,  ~.:::~ ,;~ ~ ~: ;~]  ::f~d~rled goals that .~  
1 'c Religious Program 
145 C~td. 
2 
Movie 
'Big 
145 Rose' 
C~t'd. 
Explorers 
145 Contd, 
• W: )U  
~t 'd .  
145._ Contd. 
Press 
News 
~45 C~Vd. 
im, iml imi i i l l  m m  
7 wo..o, Disney 
~ C~t'd. 
C~t'd. 
Big 
Event 
'Time 
Machine' 
: Cont'd. 
Contd. 
Contd, 
Contd. 
10 ~ c,,.,,.. 
Contd. 
Contd. 
145 Contd. 
News 
Contd. 
Flve Star 
i ICon'td. tCom'd. 
145 I ConYd. 
CFL Terry 
Football Winters 
Winnipeg at Sunday 
Calgary Theatre 
im i lmmmmmwi  
Contd. 'Inn 
Contd, Of The 
Contd. Sixth 
Contd. Happiness' 
mi l lml l lmml l l lml  
Contd. Contd, 
Contd. Contd, 
Contd. Cont'd, 
Contd. Contd. 
To See Contd. 
Horst Question 
Keehler _.-. Period mwmmm/mmwam 
Bugs Untamed 
Bunny World 
Contd. Capital 
Contd. Comment 
mmmmmmmmmim 
World of News 
Disney Hour 
Contd. Contd. 
Contd. Contd. 
Beachcombers Hardy 
Contd. Boys 
Nature Cont'd. 
Of Thlngs Cont'd. 
To Be Movle 
Announced Speclal 
Contd. 'The 
Contd. 5tlng' 
Sldestreet Contd. 
Contd. Contd. 
Contd. Contd. 
Contd. Contd. 
m m m m m m w  
Marketplace Contd. 
Contd. Cont'd. 
Ombudsman Contd. 
ConYd. Contd. 
National CTV 
Nation's Bus. News 
NigHt Final News Hour 
I ~ " ' ' '~ i  Late The 'Ride Show ~Flnal Show Late 
WI~ 'The Great 
Surf' White Hone 
CROCKPOT 
Washington 
Week 
Wall St. 
Week 
im lmmi immm 
Black 
Perspective 
Movie 
'Shoeshine' 
Cont'd. 
Contd. 
Contd. 
Contd. 
Contd. 
Marathon 
Wilderness 
Contd. 
German 
JSoccer 
Contd. 
Long 
Search 
Cont'd. 
Contd. 
Tutankhamun's 
Egypt 
mmmmmemmmmm 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
'Duchess 
Of Duke 
Street' 
Contd. 
Contd. 
Contd. 
Rush 
Cont'd. 
IContd. 
iContd. 
News 
Sunday. 
Movie 
mammmimmuilmmm 
'The 
Organization' 
Contd. 
Contd. 
Knights of Columbus 
Pierre Mondou scored in the 
second period for the 
Canadlens, who recorded 
their second victory in a row. 
Robert Pieard and Ryan 
Walter scored for 
Washington. 
The Causdiens carried a 2- 
1 lead into the final period 
before Risebrough and 
Trcmblay beat Capitals 
goaltender Jim Bedard, who 
faced 43 shots, to produce the 
winning bulge. 
Canadiens goalie Ken 
Dryden was tested on 18 
shots. 
Bedard had a busy night as 
the Canadiens, 6-4-1 and 
holding a two-point lead over 
Detroit Red Wings in the 
Norris Division, applied 
steady pressure. Bedard 
foiled a penalty shot attempt 
by Jacques Lemaire in the 
sixth minute of play and re- 
ceived congratulations from 
all his team-mates, but he 
was largely on his own after ' 
that. 
Pieard broke a scoreless 
fie at 2:47 of tte second 
period after Walter, the 
Capitals first choice in the 
amateur draft last June, got 
the draw from a faceoff to 
Dryden's right and put the 
puck back to the defen- 
ceman, who got off a quick 
shot. 
That brought boos ~--om 
the crowd of 16,554, I~ut hey 
were silenced when 
Larouche stole the puck in 
the Washington zone and 
rifled a shot past Bedard Just 
1:01 later. 
Badard was outstanding in
the face of intense Montreal 
pressure during a holding 
penalty assessed 
Wnshington's Paul Mulvon 
at 9:25, but the Capitals 
goalie was  victimized on 
Moudou's goal that broke the 
1.1 deadlock. 
IlUllllllllml|lnmnllnlmnlmnlumllll "GIANT BINGO" 
Gordon and Anderson Lid, 
4606 Lazolle 636-6676 
Store Hours; 
Tues.-Sat. Oa,m.4,3Op.m. 
Friday Oa.in.-Op.m, i 
$1,000.00 MAIN PRIZE 
Bingo Every First Saturday of Eaoh Month 
$100.00 Doer Prize at Eaoh Bingo 
/ 
lOth Game $500.00 if won in 50 numbers or less, decreasing $100.00 a 
number to $100.00. 
8:00 p.m. at Veritas Hail - November 
..I 
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Ki tchen Idea :  
Sometimes less is more 
. . .  removing cupboard 
doors and using curtains 
may actually save space in 
some kitchens and can look 
quite charming, 
Early American Gourmet 
Thomas Jefferson apprc- 
elated gourmet dining, es- 
pecially French cooking, ac- 
cording to researchers. 
He was also partial to 
mulled ciddr. 
That's a Lot of Cakes! 
Americans bake approxi- 
mately 800 million cakes a 
year. Birthday cakes ac- 
count for the majority of 
these, with Valentine's Day, 
Christmas, and Easter in- 
spiring millions more each 
year. 
l e  Their Salad Days . . .  
~j I -~ '4~L~T.~ LT#.,4~.,II~F~T-..~ < J  May you live all the days you will do ,,,ore good than 
of your life. any avcrage cooking, and on 
--Jonathan Swift the other side of it, a person 
Space Age Improvements  For Walls who dislikes you is bound to  
' Home Sweet Home! get that dislike into your 
1 declare that a meal pre food, without intending to. 
~'~'  pared by a person who loves - Luther  Burbank  
O•@@@O0@@@@@®@O@OOJI 
~: \  DOUGLAS ~ "~ ~_~W_[~r ; 
' " I ~ REAL ESTATE ~OARO 
~'~1 \- CHANNEL ~ . . . . . . . .  ~•  • .~.., ...~, ...... ,~, 
g 632-472t 
•, !~ 
. ,  • 
v OAVE SERRY i 
• 632.--26 $ 
t OFFICIAL BROS.ASSOCik'i'E DEALERS @ BLOCK 
KII'IMAT • OCT'78 
D~G ~N ~ SMALL WAY~ U~ERALLY ~ • ~ cao be ~r ~w~  a c~wd~ ~u have g~v~n up y~u~ d~nmg ~m ~ make a : g 
nwseW or a den. here's one solution in an unexpected spot -- an entrance Imtl that can be used as an mhmate Lettuce was enjoyed by A SENSE OF ~CTiVI ' fY,  heightened by a "Star Wars" 
breakfast nook or for buffet service for parties. Space-saver table and chairs from SK Products are hghtly scaled and the ancient Greeks and Per- wallcovering, seems appropriate in this young boy's room. J -3  5 Vi eta  Vi i  ]ag e 
i~t .pdced (under $200). with a drop.leaf top that extends to 42 inches. It even acts as a console for mad, keys, siena. ' . : g 
etr*~in.betweendinings~i~ts~T~ec~e~i~t~ememcarriedthr~ughmm~te~sc~a~rs~ant~quepnntsandstenededd~r ~e,~ '~ l~ i~o~")  When y(~u need an eco,;'.many different colors ate 5 Bedroom, :] hathroom 
panels, but the American Indian rug in similar colors of soft blues and reds, adds a pleasantly surprising change of no'nieal woy tn improve'*d'3most likely to be found. Its 
if,dillon•t" I,'": walt ,:,'el, re(ne,,,~raLe'?'earth ones, accented with 0 Apar tment  for  rent. decorating tips for apartment-dwellers: awt , , ,h ,  room -y,,u can brange,  o l ive and blue,  create an exciting new'effect" le d well with most color ~ _ _ ~ • e 
in a very few minutes, . .  , schemes--or  no scheme at ~ 86 $wannell z~tret.t 
i f  y~ou'rc an apartment- writing checks and letters, Tiny kitchen '~ Don t for- Remember  that  l ight  Try pasting a few I)ane!~)~ll--and, itSs IooKPh°t°graphiC~as oon ~ ~. . ,uu.v u ~ u ~  . . . . .  k ;~. t ]  ~...oI~fc ~.,¢°1];|1~r1~ f lg t .  i of  paLterqed wallcoverin~3|ike image g ~ . . . . . . . .  
dwcllcr, making the.most of To set off a small dining get the space.over your ,co!ors r.ecede, and can__~ I on one wall anti framio//~:~ith a mixture of old and ~ ,-~ n t r . .  ~,_.aa . . . .  
homel i f¢canueacnancngc " "raisina" it head r Overnean slats can neupml m maKnng a sma them liko 'z picture witt~,~modern furniture as witi~ ~ IL~-~ vzsza  VLHag~ 
• . • area, consider ~ : . • ' " wood mold~nfi, wrought, contemporary. ~ ,.,n , r -~.oo ~ x'~ .~. ~ a __I • toyour ingenuity at times.-- with a carneted platform, provide great hanglngplaces room appear wider. I ts ira.- " ' 
p#rticularly if you're limit- This is narti-cularly effective for pots, pans, wire baskets portant o scale your turin- iron or a wallpaper, bord%~'.. Most of all, the sight ~ ~O U l lg l to rQ - l t - -r i ,  c.~. ~p~et luce .u ,   wi 
ed as to space. : ,  a-ar(ments hat have that and the like; they look pic- turn t0 the size of your Or, cover one wall wit~ of characters like Luke ~ o~ g '~_ - - . .1 . ,  ~:e~) ~. .~ m, 
However, there are many ,,,,~.~e .... ,,.,~ turesoue, too rooms, as well. paper anti paint the oth~:. Skywa lker ,  Darth Vader, ~ OqLle ~.T l~ la?~e " . ,  ,.r'~.., ~,~' three, " R2D2 and C3PO will delight ~1~ ~e-  o .  11 ,~ . ~ ,,~"~r~ n 
,d~corating tricks for mak- " "~ . . . . . . . .  You can use the same the kids! Don't be surprised* ~ ~ ;~[ IK I l i¢  " ~ l '~ ' )~ l~ qW 
ingsmailerapartmentsseem IIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIB larger and for making the r '  ' ~1  rp~atotl~,:nl)O ~ i~]lyo~al~Sl:nt a ~f:heYei;~n:rhfro~ ;luls;Vi,o r_ ~ j  31 /2  Acres on l . . ake . l~c  Lake  : 
of what you do have. ~ : " " ~ cornp.lex, multi-color, desk. ~' n~, see your . "~ttle .b°Y or girldernS ~ u.l~'7 I"~.,utLjt~ - ,~,,~';, -,d~ ~ItE;,~,.v q~ m0St o should kee furn shtnt~s room This stylishly mo i 
I f  you don;'t have space i . . y u • P • : v " ], . . . .  ~,t~,~,,~~~~ simple and tim patterns of cover,ng ean set the tone for ,t .  Why not calt ~,,, .~day • 
draper ies ,  upholstery and your whole house as wen. ql~ 
for. a Suest room, your liV-e 1 . . . . . .  . ,  .,~t.at,t. , / i~tb ' i , l k i~  .... . ." " " . . . . . .  ' :~  ' ', h,,dspreads eiLher uneom- Being a vinyl wallco~er- • fo r  your  f ree .  appraise[ 41 
tnB room can do doubt - ~ , . , ~ [ i ~ ~  plleat,:d or without any, ing, its espec ia l l y  immune ,~ • 
t b substitutin a new ' ~ ' ~ " ~ " ~  . . . . . .  ~"="~" " ':: duy y g ~ ~ , ~ ' ~ , :  , I to soil ,  making it a good ~I~ " p.lLtern aL al. . i~ I! 
sofa bed for that old couch l l l  - - ~ ~  Ot . __  -- .~,~.,!::iL.,.,;.~:,:i. ,;L:::~::i ~ ~ . n . , ~ ~  ~ ~ ,e new watleovering choice for any active area: ~ Douglas 0ha.net Parterres _ 
design, "Star Wars," is found Colors are all hghtfast and ,an, . . ,  A, , ,  _ ~ _ _._-___ ".- • Handsome sc,cens can pro- 
vide rtvacy when needed, , - .,.~: ~. , , - , . . ,~ . . ,~. . '~ in the Vymuru  Merr ie  willsincehOld forit,sYearS,.pretrimmea~ w WO Ul lOr  ~ervmg~..m,.,,: ...., ~,'Q 
. . . . . . .  ' ~ : ~ " ~ '  ~ " '~='~ . . . . . . .  ' ," :~  ~. i~t';.ally .~Lu,ed for, this use. and pre~st t l~:  ,waYl? u. :an  • APPRAISAL$.PRUPrdli,~..~IA~Aaumm 4p 
Putting'~:ocktail tables and " . _ " . . . .  .. . ..: ~ . . . . . . . .  .:" • . " " 
end tables .on casters will • " * : 
make the changeover from . . . . . .  - ' -- 
living room to guest room Ui ICE ' 
easier, too. n ~ -~ ' - -~  _"  ~_ r - -  " , :  . . . .  film Wai ]eover ings  li " A HOI l ? ig l£g-~ g f lg•?SB_¢ ' " " the ~ '  i~gVl l l~nWlIeV ~M, i&wlroI;Ir l=lV ~l. 
The on l  author  zed make it possible to ornng ~ : . ~, - .~ " y '. . 
No space for an honest- ~ , ~  ~ .  r,," " .:, "Star Wars" wallcovering in adventure and spectacle of • We re Number 3, we try Imrder _
to.goodness dmmg room ~ ~  Arn,;,'icu, i t 's  espec ia l l y  hisLory-making box o f f i ce  m.~__ .o~____~m~.~m~l~.~,~,~Iml  
set? Here's where a dro .p . -  ~ ~ ~  adaptab le  for  chi ldren's  hits right into your own I ~ ~ p ~ p ~ ~ , ~ , ~ q ~ v - -  
'leaf table can solve your dl- • ~ ~ . / -  .~,. ,~. rooms,  where  objects in home. 
lamina, handsomely. P lace  ~ ~  
the table against a convent- . "~ ' i -  i ~ . :, . "+"~'~..,,-: .~ .... . . . . . .  ~. ::": (: • .~, ,~ ~,~, , "  :;~., . . . .  . ,,, ..:':: ;;.'~,.~:,,,~,.~"~.:~. ...... ~. : .~- 
mtwall rha smthehall. , ,  ,,=,., .~ ,  ~ .,: ~ ,..~:,.,,'..,,~ ~,,,~,~;:~:, 
way)'ano ase I[ as a spot to - - '  - '  ' ..... 
show off a favorite art ob- 
j~ p ' " WIGHTMAN AND SHITH REALTV t or to de oslt the maul, 
when .company comes, you 
can bring your table out in- ,- . . . . . . .  ,3 . . . . . . . . . .  ,-, . . . .  
~: th.c.s.p.o!light fo r  corn- [~tu'se:corTy=o#:t:uTof~h~::n~celysituated residence. 
rN?:::::;~gcloset or stor- aCna~lh(~idra/;:tr;Ya leadhnf?r~Pl?c/a r lgaer ; ;L fa~Pe:~i l : t l~? , ; : :~ 
site space in that bedroom? three good sized bedrooms, ensulte off master  bedroom plus 46]9 P~R ~VEIilJE, TERRACE, B.C. V86 1¥5 
A handsome armoire can . .......... ', ~.;~. .~] iF , , : ,~ .~ mhanceyourbedroomdecor 4 piece off hal lway,  Downstairs, a cozy carpeted fami ly  , , . ,, 
and provide extra space for room, extra bedroom or sewing room, sauna bath with ~ .... , .... ~ *'" • "•~ 
wardrobes, as well. An- shower off. Large workshop area and laundry. Attached : ~:~.~ ~. ~,, i 
i'll; , . , , ,  
other space-saving idea is to carport, smart c i rcu lar  dr iveway. Priced _under S60,000, Ca l l  L ~ i  
place an attractive chest in now for your appointment,  i ~ "~! ,['~ 
back of a sofa that's post- "11 7~/: : :~: .  %= .... . : .... tion~ aw.y from wa.s; the CALL WlGHTMAN & SMITH ,EALTV 2 bedroom bungalow on Room for a big family. Country living, yet close to Let the tenant help you 
top of the.chest can accom- 636-6361 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.. Weber Street• Close to Three bedroom basement school and lust 3 blocks with the mortgage 
modate a collection of schools, hospital and home, 1200 sq. It. within away from downtown payment. Side by side 
books, while the inside pro- IIiII[]IIII[]IIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIBIIImINIBm[]Oi~ downtown. Has paved walking distanceto town & shopping. Over 1200sq. ft., dul~lex with Z bedrooms driveway, can•port, natural shopping. Minor 3 bedrooms, split level each, w.~ll to wall car. 
vides.needed storage• gas furnace, fireplace and redecorating required, home, featuring fireplace, peting, total area t,500 sq. 
I[ '~-iIIIBIII•IIIBNIuiIiIiIIIII•IIIIIIIBIBmIImlmD~II~ other nice ~e~tures. Call Asking price $4S,000. For extra rooms in basement, ft., a clean end appealing 
a dcskD°n't a dhaVCstereor°°mshdves? for bOthA . 21 r:rank, more information call doubledriveway carport,and many pavedother andPr°pertyg~rdenWlthshed.W°rksh°PAsking 
wall storage system can : m Horstor : extras. Asking $$5,500. price ~45,000. For further Christel. 
solve your space problems . - i ~ - -  ~ . . . . . .  - -  m . - ,  . dL  mmi l i l~n~'n l~B ~ ~'~ . . . .  ~j Call Chrisfe, or Horst for details :a l l  Horst or 
__ shelves that arc deep enough i i ibeaut i fu l l y ;  for ld-out st reodesk compon nts,Units surfaces'°atur° I L in i R iH iT i i  p,USfoz "- mi ii]i ' l J .,'I~ M',~ , 1 ~ ~  oblte r';i'-"~'"~f"' %'~ '~ --'•Home" "" ; " :';:["? ~ with,L-..~, i~  arge':m ~ .ulna " . more information. Chr i s te l . .~ . .~  ~  . '• _~A i
EIBy Way: wired garage, and sforauo 
Chop l~arsley and spin- s..'~.~d, in addition te 4 bedrooms and an enclosed SAT,000 is the price being . . . . . . . . . . .  
ach more easily bYfirst•washing m spi l t  level. Some Horseshoe area, fu l ly  bedroomsRever~"~ propertY,with thiNtW°ln -- porch, is avai lable lot  asked for this 129S sq. ft. 
them in hot water : 3933 MOUNTAINVIEW AVENUE S20,000. Situated on a large new ~..d,~=,~d let In CO- ,  flnishlnn needs to be done aoveloped basement ,  basement, fireplace each 
. . . . .  [ ]  Owner transferred and anxlous to sell quickly.Well cared for home wllh full [ ]  . . . . . . . . .  " : - .  :" - -"" - . . . . .  "-" . . . . . . .  '"st carport and storage shed. side, e~ccllent Io¢.atlon, porsh~. P..s?a ~$.  P r i ce  311Ual l~GI o f f  • O lk lg  i v . . . .  ~lllel~ l ip :  [ ]  " basement, attached garage, finished rec room with franklin fireplace• On : . 
Remelnher to keep pan [ ]  large treed and fenced properly wlth new drllled well, Priced f°r  quick sale []  fn~/ude,~furnifurol~dmost north of town, Mur!elwouId ~ %  'O~sk?~ d~l~ h ~: : :~e~ ar : : f r :an~: t  ~ 
a li~nees Phone Murlel be happy re snow iI re you. _ • center [ ]  at $39°500 ' [ ]  PP " ' . . . . . . .  LS r.all Kelly. Asking $64,500. Call Kelly. handles turned to the t . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  
. , - - -  ~tiYqO wK=r, =u,~==e [] back of the kltcnen stove m Of . .  u ran- I Excellent Investment property. Duplex with two suites with two bedrooms [] 
when cooking, or yo Y " -,,,ch Lereebasementareaforfuturedevelopmentorsforage. Grosslng$520 [] 
wind up knocking those I" ""ment'lh y. Asking $45,000. am, 
ane over. Or, worse, • SOME OTHER RESIDENCES FOR SALE . m 
ungsters might reach for : .  4641 Loen Avenue 4710 Graham Avenue ' 
t-h~ pan handles. • 4916 Graham Avenue 4721 Soucle Avenue • 
- -  q ( '~ l (~ ' )P  I 5113 McDeek Avenue 470S Goulet Avenue 
I • ~_  [] 
Stoles Susgeaions: ~ A R. Le Pa~e Limzted Coast ~ I ;  Coast Real Estate Service I 
Next time you re serving • . "P '  Helen GIIberts~m [] 
beef stew, turn it into a spa- • ,,,, . - - - .  emmB am ~ im d ~1S•:~O9 • 
.©ial occoslon by servin~ it in m L '  -~  I I~  m L ~ L -  • Sfan Parker i 
' your most elegant soup fur. i n i ~ '  n n  H I  &15.4031 ; 
eel. The family will appre, i V AB '  J r  YaW" V I  EMIH IH iB  s Harry. Smith • 
,.;..., *k.  "dr,-~ced-un Io0k' • 511f l l f lU  635.2826 • 
'~ ' =1" . . . . .  V . . . . . .  ' • Jim Duffy [ ]  ofthedinnertableandyoull • ao l t  n i l i n t l :  |VL  s ~ • 
" van j a chance to use • qU I  n s,~B=..¢,,v - 63 .~  _ enjoy h_.~ B . . . .  • Bob Rlpmeester 
in  °ften'negleCted place ..- . . . . .  l ACI~ aBOUT OUR OIHER LISTINGS. 63s.2832 . 
from your china coiiecuon. = ,'~", . . . .  
~ilImInllllIllililllllIllli~IlIllllllIlIlIlIim 
kl/  
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KLEA,ERS,. , , ,  " Ooles 
Restaurant Books 
P, ei n 
i•i.!;~ii11(II ~ L¢,Ck"..$tuldiil,t~ 
il i 
the Shoe Man 
Paragon 
Insuranoe 
Olatt liernhPtS anti IFs milSlot ILu#blo. 
$60,00 GIFT OERTIFIOATE 
7iolete ayailaSIn at an}, Stere in the mall 
Name The B]ar Contest 
SKEENA MALL MASCOT 
1T Veers and '/hunKer JUDGING NOVEMBER 10 
Draw Oloses Noon 
November I0 
4741 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
; :~;D 'L " 
..... N 
O 
OV. 
1-4 
- Thornhill Junior 
Secondary Band 
- Terraoe Pipes & Drum Band 
- Saturday. 
Orohids for first 1,000 Ladies 
- Saturday. 
T.K. Radio on lobation 
"" . , 
ena 
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Sight ' 
Young 
ideas 
Ohildrens Boutique 
verwaitea 
Mountview 
Bakery ' & 
Del oatessen 
Modern 
r Hi yes 
Optioal 
Shefield 
& 
Sons 
Draw 15avro| LoBated in Oentrai Ila11, 
Fuzzy 
.0.range 
Carters 
Jewellers 
Illa!l Iforo#ante and Family not Eliliblo" 
2 Weeks for 2 People in Beautiful Fiji 
Trip To F 
VIA OP AIR 
Open tO 10 '/oars and Oilier JUDGING 
.oh. ,,,.,,,hie i. -7 Sk... e,p s,o,,, NOVEMBER 17 
iji 
Draw Olosos Noon 
November 17 
4 741 LAKELSE A VENUE 
TER RA ~ ~E, B.C. 
'l 
I 
I 
i 
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CLA~SlF iED:RATE$ 
LOCAL ONLY:  
20 words Or less $2.00 par 
Inset.on. Over ~ w='ds ~ 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In~ 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insorfloni: 
REFUNDS" 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after: 
ad has been set. . .i. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7'3 cents pick up. 
i 
SUBSCRIPTION '~ 
• . RATES:  
I ' I Effective/: 
Octol~r ~, ~T/  
SlngleCopy 
.By Carrier 
By Carder 
By Mall * 
By Ma l l  
By Mall. 
Saninr Citizen 
: 20c 
ruth 3.00 
year ~.00 
3 mth12.00 
6 ruth 22.00 
year 40.00 
• year 20.00 
Brltlsh Commonv~,alth and 
Unlted States of Amerlca one 
~ar  5i.00. ': : . . '  '.: ' . .... 
, "  , !  ,, 
Box:399, Terrace, B;C,' 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Distrld 
Thornhlll & District 
Sl.25 mailed. , :. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: . : iThe:' Herai~l"?~,:. f l~e~. 
Rates avai lab le  . up'o~ :rlght tb.cla~ify adS:Milder, 
request. . appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and toi 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine page location. , 
RATE: . The Herald reserves the. 
22 cents per agate line. right to revise, edit, ¢laselfy 
Mlnlmum charge ~6.00 pe~ Or reject any ad'vertlsement: 
Imert/on. -- - ' and fo retaln sny. answers i
LEGAL POLITi- L ~ dlrectodto the'Herald Box' 
- r,,A _ _ . . .  Repty.Servlce, and to rgpaY: 
T R A N S I .E  N T : 1 A:O ~" ithe Cust~ner the sum:,pald; 
VERTISING: . ~;; ~! ' ;~ ' :  :for t im advectis~meflt '~d  i 
$3.60 per column 'Inch, : : box'rental - ~ . 
• . . . . .  Box ~;eplles on "Hold". 
BUSINESS. PERSONALS: Instructions not ptckod up, 
~.00 ~ I1.~ ~r  month . . .Wi th in  =10daysof~eXplry f an 
un a 4 men~ nasle ,o~j~ :adve~r.flsement.~:.~,witU,: ~be 
ThOse answer lng  Box. DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to INbmbers are requested not 
fo send originals of, 
publication day. documents to~avold less. 
,CLASSIFIED: 
,1:00 p.m. doy prior to! 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH: 
.WITH ORDER ~ 1 t ~ nl 
~BUSlNESSES WITH "AN' 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
• ~t .c,e,ms of :'e~r~rs "In; 
adve~:tlsements must bd 
r~ iVed  by  the-:publlsber: 
wllhln30 days after the flrsti 
publication. ' " : 
It Is. agreed by the ad-~ 
vertlser requesting space~ 
that the liability of thq 
Herald In the event at failure 
Servlce ¢l~rge l $3AI on ell to publlsh an advertlsementl 
N.S,F. clmlUes. ."...:.: .,:.'.~..or~:.!n..the ev nt~of:anl.orror~ 
• ' appearln~... ~.In, :the :. ad.'. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- '~ Verflsem~'d f"as~ i~ubl ished: 
.TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
;submitted within one month., 
~.00 preductlen charge for~ 
v~ddlng and-o.¢, engagement, 
pictures. News of weddings' 
(write.ups) received one: 
month or more after event: 
$10.00 charge, with or 
:~without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASS lF IEO AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
~Birtho 5.S0 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.~ 
Afemorlal Notices $.56 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Adv..orris!De DeF4, 
i I I 
iNCH i=S AWAY CLUe 
Meet every Tuesday nlght at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Informetlon phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Ripe Relief 
Al~'tkm Ceensellin9 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
TE RR'ACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Assoclatlor~ 
Is holdlng a pre.Chrlstmas 
Arts and Crafts sale o~ 
December 1 and 2. All thos( 
Interested In partlclpatln~ 
may write: Terrace ArT 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635-6404; Julia 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Kay 
Ehses, 638.1403 for more 
Information. 
MILLS MEMORIAL  
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clethlng, any household ~ 
Items, toys etc. for their, 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone' 
835.S~ Or 635.S~J3, or leave 
donatlom ~ the Thrift Shop 
m Lezella Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
$ p.m, .,Than k . you, 
Inct~) 
Order of ~-R~ef  Purple 
=wig hold t Novelty Sale and 
1 
1"~a .~n lkeur~, N~emho~ 
ran, fn¢.mt~;,i/:.;~;!:/!~: - ~: '
shall be limited fo  the~ 
amount paid by. the rid.: 
vertiser for only one in•; 
"correct Insertion for .the: 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted item only, 
end that there shall be no; 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with I the British' 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad:  
vertls!ng that dlscrlm~nates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his" age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
I I 
The Sixth Annual 
Smorgasbord of the Terrace 
Salvation Army will be held 
on Nov. 111h featuring a 
complete assortment of 
Native Cenadlan cuisine. 
Tickets are av'nllable 
through contacting the 
Salvation Army. Admission: 
Adults ~.00. Children - S2.00. 
Between 1 and $ p.m. (10- 
11n) 
Learn to FIy. Joln AI~ 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron.lq. 
accepting applications for~ 
September. If you enjoy or~ 
think you would enloY flylng~ 
rifle range, outdoor ac.1 
tlvltles and are between 13.161 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635-50~ or 
.Bev Tasa at 635-759S 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of' 
furniture, also any discarded 
~voed products we could usel 
for recycling or r~noVntlng.! 
Call us at 635.2238 between: 
Sa.m. and 3 p.m., we will try~ 
to. make arrangements Mr J 
plckul~.' 
iSkeene Valley Rebekal~ 
Lodge Fell Bazaar .. 
S:~furday, November 4' 
bl EIk~, Hall,. '.,:,ii :~.:;.;; 
( 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635;6307 
The following are a few of 
the.services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month'from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday end Friday from 
3,4:10 p.m. by appointment 
onty, 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the year at in. 
tervels for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
• HOME NURSING CARE ~' 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need It on 
referral from thelr family 
doctor. Terrace area only, 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old chlldrehl 
Held on third Monday .~j' 
every  ' month. Develop. 
mental, vision, hearln~ 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. ~, 
PRENATAL BREATHINGI~' 
& RELAXING EXERCISES '~ 
Held every Monday at- 
I 
'Kathryn cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
and Europewlth some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She Is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Society for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an en- 
semble specializing in the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys is a 
British born harpist who has 
recently settled in Van• 
couver. Hlsactlvifles Include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
Society and Symphonle 
Canadiana. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. 25--8p.m. 
Tickets. $6.00 at door or by 
membership. 
Terrace Little Thealre's first. 
production '=Vanities" opens 
t4ovember 14 and plays Nov. 
16 to 18 and Nov. 23 . 25, 
starting at 0 p.m. Tickets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
$3.00 for Thursdays and ~.00 
for Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estate or at the door. (nc13- 
17) 
The Salvation Army will be 
s~nsorlng a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on December 9 
Ioolween 1 and 5 p.m. Ad. 
mission $1.00--,f637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9-9n) 
The Terrace Concert 
ternoon at I - 2 p.m. Association Is pleased to 
V.D. CLINIC _~announcethat the New York 
Held every Monday at 3:3(1, Harp Ensemble wil l  be 
or by appointment. ',~'eplaclng the Chltlrl Arpl 
SANITATION Harpists who were not 
The public health Inspectors permitted toleave Russia for 
are now situated in Eby, their North American Tour. 
Street. They will be pleased The New York Ensemble are 
to assist with any sanitation the only other touring har. 
problems, plst in the world and we are 
SPEECH AND HEARING fortunate fo be able to hear 
CLINIC , this accomplished group. 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. This isa.rare, opportunity~to 
Hearing testswlll bedoneby hear ski'fled and talented 
referral from family doctor musiclansperform Scarlatft, 
or community health nurse. Bach, Bartock and Vlvaldi In 
638-1155. a relaxing, pleasant at. 
LONG TERM CARE mosphere. 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle The concert will be held tn 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. the 
Assessment and planning for R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
' Lazetle., Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
5keena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
• Day care for working' 
People " 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transpdrtatlon •available, 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635.2265. 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the school, Sat. 
Nov. 11 from 2 p.m.-8 p.m. 
For donations please phone~ 
635.9027. 
December 11 
BAKESALE 
4p.m. at the Co.op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Chrlstlan 
School. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The I.O.F. are holding their 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
on Nov. 25, 1978 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1 • 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
for everyone. (nc24.24nov) 
Atea and bazaar will be held 
In Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p,m. to 4:30 p.m, (n¢-tf.n.) 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrlnking Problem? There 
is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon, Lakelse H~tel. 
on 
NOV. 14.Bp.m. 
Tickets $6.00. Available at 
the door or by membership. 
(nc14.14) 
Annual General Meeting of 
Skeena Golf & Country Club 
Society and Election of of- 
ficers will be held at the 
Terrace Hotel on Wed., Nov. 
]5 ~! 8 p.m. This meeting is 
vital! It concerns 
ratlflcallon vote re purchase 
of golf clu b by members. All 
members and other In. 
terest.~d citizens please 
aHend. (nc10-15) 
Sl(eena Valley Fall Fairs 
h~soclatlon will hold their 
next meeting on Monday, 
Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. in Library 
room of Thornhlll High 
School, Hwy. 16 East. 
This will be their annual 
election of officers and we 
urge everyone who Is in, 
terested to attend this very 
DU-FFSBICYCLESHOP Girl guide cookies for sale. 
: RecondlUoned .blkes and 
i repairs. •Reasonable rates- 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
-CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATI Ne 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries.. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m, Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
SPORTS//tEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays tll eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a-06) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (ctf) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.34798nyflme 
. (All2) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
(ai4) 
Lost from 3300 Thomas, 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
to the name of Dllilnger. 
Reward offered. Phone 635. 
'W~ll deliver. 635.3553. 635. 
3260. 635-3294. (nc-tfn) 
Firewood for Sale. Bill 
Geler. Box 585, Terrace, B.C.: 
Phone 638-1768. (p10-13) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635-2517. (ctf.04) 
Gracler for hire. Will do 
driveway, parking lots, etc. 
Nothing too big or too small. 
Phone 635.9605. (I)5.4) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12,'1970, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you S2.00. (nctfn) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months 1o store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m..(tfn.sff) 
Wanted: Late model van In 
good condition, low mileage. 
Phone 635.2103..(p4-3n) 
_ 
L - - _  i 
NEED 5OME 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH for 
your old turnlture, 
household items, guns, etc. 
Just phone 
638.1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(alfnw.f) 
i i 
Boat for Sale: 1977 Lurid 
fibreg]ass speed boat w- 
trailer• S0 HP Mercury 
engine. Radio, 8 track, clock, 
dual horns. Askilig $,1,500 
OBO. Phone 798-2456 Lakelse 
Lake. (p6-3) 
~ ~ j 5 9 3 7  or 638-1613. (aft) 
1974 John Deere 540 New 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6- $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews call Joan . 638. 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
engine, 4 chains, In first 
class condition. Phone 635.' 
6873. (c10.10) 
Hyster 80 wheel arch• 
Suitable for D7 or DS. Like 
new. 842.5346. (c10.6) 
RECEPTIONIST- 
SECRETARY 
Required for a local real 
estate and Insurance office, 
Duties to Include swlt. 
chbuard, typing, Aufoplan 
and those of a receptionist. 
Permanent  posit ion,  
previous Insurance ex. ~ :  
parlance an asset but not 
~necessarily required. Ex- 
cellent starting salary and 
usual company benefits. For Rent: one bedroom 
Apply In person to Pruden & furnished unit at 3936 
Currle (1976) Lid. and Braid Mounlalnview Avenue. 
Insurance Agencies Ltd., Phone Skeena Estates 635. 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 2577. (ctfn.031) 
Important meeting. (ncS~n) ra030-ctf) 
FLEA MARKET --aria ~ ' ' ~ " :  " "  : "' " 
or( BUILDING 
the DEMOLITION SALE 
Community 
;io)~ is 25 cents at 
nd children 4702 Tuck Ave. 
free. For in. Phone 635.2577 
or donations Windows, doors, stoves, G.E. 
trigs, sinks, tables, chairs, 
4000 watt heaters, 500 amp 
service, 100 watt switches, 
plumbing fittings, electric 
f i l l ings, toilets, lamps, 
"dishes, desks, dressers-- 
others. (a.ctf) 
The Terrace Dog Club is 
holding a Flea Nlarket on 
Saturday, November 4 from 
11 a.m. tlll 3 p.m. at the 
Thornhl l l  
Centre. AdhlissionI
for adults and children 
admifled 
formation 
please call 635•3955. (nc4.4n) 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Klflmat. (nc.10-14) 
TERRACE 
LITTLE THEATRE 
Terrace Little Theatre will 
be holding auditions for Its 
Christmas production, a 
children's play. Needed are 
male and female actors. 
Anyone who can sing and 
play e guitar I~ welcome. 
Auditions will be held at 
the Terrace Llffle Theatre 
Sat. 8, Sun. Nov. 4andS. Call 
635-2977 for appointment. 
(nc2.3) 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Wall to wall carpet, new, 
house.• Frldge & stove in 
cludod. Two nice people 
please. 635.7939. (p5.6) 
A new Brownie Pack Is 
opening at the Salvation, 
Army, 4637 Walsh Ave.' 
Registration night will be; 
Tuesday, November 7, 1978 
nt 6:30.8 p•m. All girls bet-, 
wean 7 and I0 years old are 
wel¢0me. (.¢;fn i 
- PRI~MI~ LOT-  Thornhlll 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms 
housekeeping units, 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 
635-6611. (cff-f) 
I - I I  I 
011nigh liuor 
Furnishe~l ur unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
enterphone. Sauna. 
638-352t 
635-1032 
(eft- f) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635.4453. (ctf.m,f) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking 835,000. For ap- 
pointment to view phone 635- (,.20.2o.) 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 
Will finish fo your 
choice. Phone 
63S-6011 
635-4094 
(attn.026) 
WANTED TO RENT - -  
URGENT 
Local federal government 
employee relocating to 
Terrace requires 2-3 
bedroom home. Ask tar 
manager, 635-7134 between 8 
• 4:30 p.m. (c3•3) 
Wanted to Rent: 1 - 2 
bedroom suite or house. 
Furnished. Trailer will do, 
Young working couple, just 
Ke lB I I  o r  
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace~ 
B.C. 635.3576 or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept.' 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
I I 
District. Well and septic 
system. Sl0,000. Ca~ Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or W_Ilto 
Box 820, Port McNelII,~.C. 
V0N 2R0. iF) 
ForSale: 1978, 318 Dodge 
Van. 4 speed, with overdrive, 
9,000 miles. Warranty valid. 
Phone 638.8231. Ask for 
Dave. (p5-9) 
For Sale: 1974 Ford Econo 
Van. Equipped with bed, 
cabinet, carpeh winter tires, 
etc. 302 V-8 auto. Phone 635. 
5639. (pl-3) 
1972 Chov Impala, Asking 
8700. 44 - 3624 Kalum. (pl-3) 
1973 GMC Suberban 4x4 In 
good condition. 350 cu. In., 
P.S., P.B. Must sell within a' 
week. Phone 638-1399. (pl-3) 
Wanted: older V.W..truck, 
bus or van. Must be In 
running condition. Phone 
635-6573 - -  8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
. (c5-6) 
For Sale: 1972 Toyota 
Corolla S.W. 1600 series. 
Phone 635.7958 after 6 p•m: 
(c7-3) 
1974 Ford I/2 ton pickup. 360; 
motor, auto, radial tires,; 
electronic Ignition. Phonel 
635.9580 after 4. (oth,F) 
1966 Toyota Crown. Good 
running condlfton. 635-~d82. 
(103.3) 
For Sale: 1971 Olds Cutlass' 
Supreme. 1Internally and 
mechanically excellent. New 
plugs, points, tires. Low 
mileage. Sl,500 OBO. Phone 
635-3464 after S p.m. (p3.3) 
1973 Ford FI00. Wired fur 
camper. Dual tanks• 82,000 
miles. Asking $2,500. Phone 
after S p.m. 635-9317. (c4-6) 
Househoid Really 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses 
No brokeragB fees 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE. 
Come on in or call Ihe nearest 
• office of Household Finance 
Ask for Modgage Services 
4608 Lakelse A~enue 
TERRACE 
635-7207 
__ I  I I I I - .  ~ 
Wanted: one person fo share Marcia Furlan 
2 bedroom apartment. Phone 
635-9766 after 6:30 p.m. (c7- Placement Officer 
APARTMENTS I MacMi l lan  Bloedel  
:Office No. 2 • 4603 Scott. I 
i One, two and threel  
i bedroom apartments. I I Van~nuv,r• i .C .  V,I= 2Re •  IO.  West Georgia Street • 
Laundry & storage area. I - - " - - - - - ' "  - - "  " - -  - ""  , 
! Near schools and I 
I downfown. Clean, quiet, I : ' 
spacious, security Iockup| 
and patrol. I 
Full time manager In J 
I residence. | 
I 635-5224 I 
(Cff-f) J i 
"OBi = ,.o..,.o...,..v,..,...,o.o., oow_ 
i SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
I YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
~ ~ : e y s a u i ~  ' If y°u are In °r thinking °f getting Into the gasOlIne 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
! Moh'awk I~alers in Canada. 
, For details write to: 
I I Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
GovernmentExpense paid faregrantvancouver°f 82508. return.apPlicable'For | |  I MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
free credit check and appreval please phone | 
collect. I :  1. Independence In yeur operation 
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd, I I 2. Many money saving programs 
935-5447 l 3. Full line of related products 
4, 100 I~erce'nt Canadian Owned Company 
I ( c f l . T ~  _ 
Our Queen Charlotte Islands Woodlands 
Division requires a Head hllbucker to 
organize and dlred the falling and bucking of 
225,000 cunits of timber per year. Re=pen. 
sibilltles will include supervising three 
bullbuckers who direct the work of 40 Milers. 
Applicants must have at least two years' 
experience as a bullbucker within rite 
province. Housing is available in Port 
ClemeNs, B.C. 
Interested applicants should forward a 
resume to: 
HEAD BULLBUOKER 
57' AUTOMOBILES 66, RECREATIONAL 
- .  VEHICLES 
1=or Sale: V.8 Vega. ,Ex. 
cellent condition. High 
performance 350. Phone 635,-' 
6844. (cl0.n 10) 
:!1973 Ford. F250 Camper 
Sl~¢lal. Wiring and riggers 
for camper plus fifth wheel 
hook.up, dual tanks, 2 spares 
mnd dryb0x. Very good 
shape. Asking $3,400. Pho'ne 
~35.7477 .lot view at 4702 
..~Jllwell Ave. {~.3) 
~i ;  Saver --  3S tulles to fht 
gallon; Excellehl condition. 
1976 'Ford Courier Pickup. 
27,000 miles. Asking $3,550. 
Phone 638.1d13 dayq, d3~.5937 
nights. (p$.7) 
' CHINOOK 
/,, TRAILER 
,, • SALES LTD. 
.NEW--  We Invite you to atop 
.and see our new I(ne of 
custom vans from Sundial 
• .£am;~,r of Canada. These 
.vans feature custom exterior 
pahtt ~lth. extremely 'well 
finished Interiors an(~ 
OFFERS will be received 
by The Royal Canadian 
Legion at ,M~S Legion Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. until 19:00 
hours Tuesday, November 
14, 1978 for the purchase of 
the house slfcatad at. 4718 
Park Ave., Terrace. 
"Fhls house must  be 
removed from the properly 
by Nov. 30, 1970. All fees, 
parmltt and Incidental costs 
to be born by the successful 
buyer. 
O.A. Kalbeck 
Chairman 
Development Commlflee 
(ate) 
f " 1 
SEALED TENDERS,  
marked Janitorial Contract 
for Court House . Terrace, 
B.C. will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. local time the 15th 
day of November, 1978, and 
represent the hesf of the' fhese avalleble at that lime 
personal vehicle market, will be opened in public at 
' I ,USED-  1975 Pard F250 
1:raw Cab -- low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent,buy for 
.!arge family or co, treater. 
• ISsO¢. ~ ,. 
~1977 International, Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
• power. $7000. . .  
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
~;utlass Statlo~ Wagon. 
Slightly above average 
mileage. Below average 
price. $3600. 
1973 Internntional Trevelall. 
Low mileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
: capacity. $2800. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial fires. S3000. 
L .  
1975 GMC s~ Ton Camper 
S l~la l  Pick-up Truck. 8200 
G,V.W. 454 engine, dum 
exhaust, camper package. 
' Excellent condition. $3500 
' Oealer no. D111.3A. (serf-n1) 
' :~ue t/2 T. Dodge P.U. 4 
speed, wall to wall, AM.F/Id 
'taRedeck• Many. extras. 
~ s . ~ , . ,  s~,~p~e 
, For 5ale: 1968 Chev Impala 2 
dr. H.T. 327 ca. In. V.8. A real 
beoutyl Call 635-3093. In2-3) 
For Sale by t.~wmr: uounle 
wide with garage and tool 
shed. Close to school. Phone 
:635-9785. (p10-I~i) 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
4e27 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the ~bove 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 3rd day of November, 
1976. 
Tenders must be flied on 
the forms provided, Iw 
sealed, clearly marked 
onvelopas. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a24) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court • no. 27. Phone 
638-1246. (p20-n22) 
For Sale: 1974 Horace 
Diplomat mobile home, 12 x 
~e, 2 bedrooms plus laundry 
room & 8 x 16 low shack. Set 
up and skirted at no. 14 In 
TENDERS 
The Regional District of 
K l t imat-St lk ln  • "in r i tes 
fenders for the snow plowing 
and sanding contract of the 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
~iced to selll Phone 635- 
4094. (atfn.Q26) 
I l l l II II 
MANPOWER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
For further information on' 
these and other Job op 
pertunltles, please enntaet 
your local Canada Em- 
Incorporatel $70.00 plu~ pi0yment Centre at 4550 
fillng fees, ~btaln your, 
lawyer . supervised In: Laselle Ave,, Te~ace. 
corporation over the phone PROJECT MANAGER - 
festl Call Self Counsel Public edaeaUon services, 
Services toll free, 112.600. (Two required). 
663.3007. Chergex ~nd PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER - Should have 
Mesterchsrge accepted. Meatem In S.W, $1fk~ per 
(elf.F) 
68, 
LEGAL - .  
LAND 
REGISTRY 
ACT 
Re: Cerflflceteof "ritle 4ols3. 
I, 1.0tl 4 and |, Block S/ 
Distrld Lot 2625, Range S, 
Coast Dittrlet. 
WHEREAS satisfactory 
proof of loss of the above 
Certificate of Title Issued In 
the name of Nick Palaglan 
has been filed In my office, I 
hereby give notice that at the 
expiration of one week from 
date of publication hereof I 
shall Issue a Provisional. 
Certificate of Title to the 
above named In lieu of said 
Lest Certlflcefe unless In the 
meantime valid oblectlon Is 
made In writing to the un. 
darslgned. 
DATED at the Land 
Registry Office, Pr)nce 
Rupert, British Columbia, 
this 30th day of October, 
1978. 
(al-3) 
R.E. Hooper, 
REGISTRAR 
month. 
PRE-SCllOOL TEACHERS - 
Must be qualified with 
certificate. 
GROUP HOME R~-L IEF  
PARENT8 - Must be couple 
to relieve regular house 
parents 8 days l~r monih. 
per couple. 
WOODWORK IN -  
8~IUCTOR-  Must beable to 
work with handicapped. $138 
per week. 
INSTRUCTOR fo r  
RECREATION PROGI~ 
• For Spring term. $5.00 to 
16.00 per hour. 
HANDICRAFT8 IN -  
STRUCTOR- Must be able to 
work with imndieapped. $138 
per week. 
PHYSICIAN -Gen. Prae. 18- 
12- -15-1 -79 .  Ped . ,  
Gynecology end Obsitorie. 
OFFICE A8818TANT II - 50 
wpm typing, I00 wpm 
shorthand. $1006 Per month. 
LoANg CLERK - 4S wpm 
typing. $675 per month. 
COPY TYPIST - 55 wpm 
typing. Casual. $4.00+ per 
hour. 
SALE8 ¢I.ERK - Footwear. 
Must have experience. $4.30 
per hour. 
PROJECT MANAGFA~ - For 
storefront food outlet. $180 
The IMrekL Friday, November 3, 1970, Page ~S 
PARTSMKN- Purdmsing 
plumbing• materials, Ex- 
perience preferred. DOE. 
PART8 8ALESIVlAN - Must 
have experience in auto 
,m'enklng. 1800 per month. 
CHINEf~ FOOD COOK - 
Must be expedaneed, St000 
per month. • 
WAITEBB& WAi~8 - 
Several required. Full time 
lurid part time, 
BABVBITTER8- Several 
~quh'ecl In Terrace. Full 
• and pert time Jobs. 
HOUBE~EPER-  One day 
per week, ~,~0 per hour, 
('1~o posittom). 
LIVE IN HOUBEKEEPER - 
Must be mature. Boom and 
MAINTENANCE PERSON - 
Janitm'lal and renovations. 
$188 per week, 
TURF CARE 8PF.&qALIgT -
Must be experienced, 
Negotiable wages DOE. 
811DE REPAIRMAN - Must 
• be felly qualified. $600 per 
month. 
,, Weekend bikers can choose' 
T O U R | S T A L K  from dozens of roUteS that criss emss B.C., but the Sunshine 
Coast gels four stars for its 145 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA kilometres of ine,~ib~e views, 
lighdy-traveiled roads and pretty 
ferry hops. 
ESCAPE ROUTES At day's end, excellent motels 
along the way come through with 
By Shirley Olsen Guth a biker's idea of heaven~a bath 
So summer's over. You've 
motored through the Okanagan 
and driven the Yellowhead. Your 
car's plastered with stickers'from 
'Keen to Kaslo. And you've 
driven yqur travel budget into the 
ground, 
Hold it, Before you drive your- 
self up the wall, there's another, 
more relaxing, way to see B.C, 
and you don't even need to gas 
up first• 
Hop on a bike and explore 
along B.C. highways, now re- 
fteshingly free of camper vans 
and Detroit irons. The air is clean, 
temperatures still mild, and 
wildlife is once more venturing 
across the roads without commit- 
ting Russian roulette. 
Never mind if you've been all 
over the province by car, because 
you're in for a surprise. Every- 
thing looks different from a blke~ 
You can hoar the birds. Feel the 
BODY REPAIHMAN-Fully. sun on your back. Smell the 
qualified with TQ. Two earthy "perfume" from passing 
positions(oneinTerraceand , farmyards. And just wait until 
me in Port Oements). you streak down a long, lovely 
hill, the wind singing in yourears. 
"If the speed doesn't catch 
your breath, the beautiful scenery 
in this province will," promises 
one veteran biker. Cyclists give 
B.C. the Golden Derailleur award 
for its picturesque coastal islands 
and miles of scenic, quiet 
backroads. 
Best of all, B.C. biking suits 
anyone, from the Sunday cyclists 
out for an easy spin on the Pitt 
River dykes near Port Coquitlam 
(you'd almost swear you're in 
Holland), to the long.distance 
CARPENTER - Temporary 
job. Must be able to plan and 
implem~t plans. $13.00 per 
hour. 
FROJECr SUPERVISOR - 
Must be experienced in chain 
rink renting. $1S,000-14,000 
per year. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must be experienced and 
have air ticket. Commission 
or wages, ~.00 - 9.00 per 
hottr• 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN - Must be 
joum~man or have four 
and a good night's leep. Most 
tripper with legmasclcs a  taut as motel owners, says Bridge, will 
spokes and a Banff-or-bust gleam allow you to walk your bike into 
in his eye, your room overnight. The ferry 
And do~ou know anyone who from lowell River puts you on 
can get a free ride for his vehicle Vancouver Island--and more 
on B,C. ferries and trains? Well, backroad escape mutes, 
cyclists can, making touring by The Okanagan, with its excel- 
bike an "open-sesame" to the lent, if hilly roads, also gets high " 
world of Gulf Island-hopping or marks from bikers. So does the 
B,C. rail circle tours, Bus cam- very scenic Fraser Canyon road 
panics, though, like you to crate (Highway 1) with its stretches of
your bike and phone ahead for an good, wide shoulders and nicely 
assured spot in their baggage 8reded inclines. 
compartment, If all this has your wheels 
For city bikers, cycle-con- spinning, youcan writeto BABC. 
seious municipalities like Vie. They'll send you suggested scenic 
toria, Vancouver, Kemloops and mutes and biking maps; they'll 
Kelowna have bikeways, usually even provide intros to fellow 
along a "scenic route", where bikers in the area you'll be 
whole families can pedal in rein. touring. 
live safety from the four-wheeled "Cyclists are a friendly 
chrome nemy. PleLaned soon in bunch," says Bridge, "and like 
Delta, for instance, is a 40-mile to meet other cyclists, exchange 
Iong, weil paved read set aside for stories and ride together." For 
bikers only. beginners at the touring game, 
In the country, cyclists can f'md BABC also has pamphlets called 
plenty of well paved secondary *'Let's Go Touring" and "Cycle 
roads that wind past lakes and Camping". Their address is: 
tumble-down log buildings, 1155 West 50th Avenue, Van- 
through sleepy farmland and sea- couvcr, V6P [BI. 
side hamlets. Before sett!ng out, for safety's 
And things are going to get sake, check your brakes, wear 
even better, according to Joan bright colors easily seen by 
Bridge, president of Bicycling motorists, and use plenty of light 
Association of B.C. and reflector tape at night. Gurus 
"The Ministry of Highways is in the zen of bicycle maintenance 
giving bikers a promise that all say: carry along some high- 
new provincial roads will have calorie food, water and a tire 
wide, hard shoulders," she says. repair kit. 
"They're also replacing those Then, off you go, and in the 
treacbemus sewer grids that cateh words of that old Celtic 
bike wheels, and bm'lding pro- philosopher(who must have fore- 
teeter cycle paths across bridges, seen which way the wheel would 
like they've done on the Mission go): "May the wind be ahvays at 
Bridge near Vancouver." your back." 
i 
access, road to the Kit. 
sun~kalum Ski Hill for the 
1978.79 ski season. The 
contract calls for clearing 
and sanding of ap. 
Proximately hen miles of 
access road and parking 
areas as requlredby the ski 
hill manager. 
Tenders must state 
equipment available and 
hourly, rates for such 
equipment with operator. 
Price per cubic yard of sand 
delivered end spread Is 
NOTICE TO per week. years expeflence. 
CREDITORS.~,hO others DisCover B r i t i s h  C o l u m b i a  
Estate of the deceased: 
• GOLISCH, Leon Clifford 
o.k.a. GOLISCH, Leo C. lafe 
of 4011 Spa~'ks...$f~,. Terrace, 
~S'cCredlt~.~, A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
having claims against the Cwhho~i ekhoBm~ d~ ~ | 
said aststels), are hereby ntt  
reClulred to send them duly build proves to be the di{eqm 
verified to the PUBLIC of a lifetime-or a night, 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby mare--may depend largely By Gladys Blyth 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6Z on the attention you give to 
2C.5, before December 13, four key considerations in 
required. The successful. 1976, after which date the choosing a builder: location, 
applicant must regard this ,assets of the said estate(s) price range, reputat ion ,  
contract as a first priority, will be distributed, having and abi l i ty  to l i ve  you 
:.:- :. := :: :'~ : : . , := , :  ~regard only to:claims that a warranty. 
Lowest :o;::any fender: noi 
necessarily accepted. 
Tenders for this contract 
~ust be submitted to the 
following address on or 
nefore 4:00 p.m., November 
10, 1978. 
Ski Hill Read Clearing 
Regional District 
of Kltlmat-Stlklne 
9.464,1Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1S6 
(a2.2,3n) 
MORTGAGE LOAN! 
prompt ly  a r rangec  
anywhere In B.C. In.' 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. P, hllllps CapltM 
Corporation, 10673 King 
have been.received.. , . . , ,  .~--~ 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
(a4.3,9,15,22) 
Logging Truck for Sale: 1972 
Kenwerth logging truck with Location. Generally, you're 
Iob. Phone845.7137after6:30 better off with a huilder 
).m• (c3-3) who's already active in an 
I I 
LOGGING area than you would be with' 
a builder who has to import 
TRUCKS men and equipment from far 
WA NTE D away. 
:lght logging trucks 
required for log haul from 
Hazelton to Kltlmat. 
Starting November 15, 
1978. For . further In-i 
formation contact Wayne 
Webber of Metropolitan 
Trading at 
Price range. All builders can 
move above or below the 
usual price range of homes 
they build, but it may be 
uuwise to impose too fight a 
budget on a builder of man- 
siena-or to ask a budget 
builder for the gemstone of 
A I50-~ar.old Indian dugout. 
Stopping over in Prince adjoining side and along the bob 
Rupert?Orjustpassingthmugh? tom with wooden pegs. The 
Why nut take time to visit the boxes, used for the storage of 
MuseumofNorthemBritishCol-grease and other foods, arc 
arabia? Thousands of visitors do adorned with the artful designs of 
and leave behind their apprecia-, a totemic motif. 
tire comments on the pages of the 
visitor's book. 
Located adjacent to the heart of 
the city on the comer of McBride 
Street and First Avenue, the 
museum is a neatly stylized In- 
dian community house. 
Inside and out, its decor blends 
There are masks, items of 
basketry and head-dresses created 
from the raw materials ofthe land 
and the sea. A special exhibit is a 
Chilkat blanket. It got its name 
from the branch of the Tlingit 
Indians known as the Chilkats 
who acquired the right to man- 
traders, explorers, miners and 
settlers. Among these are the 
instruments used by the first 
.medical missionary doctors that 
brought healing to a raw ant 
inhospitable land. 
Reminiscent of cold nights is 
the dubious comfort of a stone 
bed-warmer. A magic lantern re- 
to fur traders, miners and settlers. 
And it was the same ships that 
transported great cargoes of food 
supplies, men, equipment and 
railway materials to build the 
Grand "ltunk Pacific Railway, 
which, in the end, dispensed with 
all river shipping traffic. 
There is a place in the museum 
for natural history as well. Sam- 
ples of lava taken from the Nags 
River beds tell the story of one of 
North America's youngest vol- 
canoes: High above it the great 
bald eagle sits beside ahems and 
looks down on the exhibits of 
fur-bearing .animals :. and..,a, fine 
collection of ore and mineral 
samples of the regibn'. . . . . . . . .  
Lately there has been added to 
the approach of the museum a 
large steam miler once used to 
cash rock and to pave the streets 
of Prinoe Rupert. Overshadowing 
the gardens, the museum and 
other buildings, are the cedar 
totems, carved out of time by 
those who have understanding for 
such things. 
Eventually agillnctter, used as 
a service boat around one of the 
Skcena River canneries for many 
years, will be displayed on the 
museum grounds. 
Last year the museum hosted 
George Highway, Surrey, 630.e352 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411 Evenings 635.6948 
days or 585.1603 evenings. (f) (c5.6) 
, ,~  ' It L I I 
Terrace Trailer Court. Will 
sell partially or unfurnished. 
Phone 6,1S.551t after S p.m. 
(p10.15) 
REPOSSESSEDAND 
N EW Magi  LE HOMES 
No down payment O.A.C. 
Will fly you Into Van. 
couver all expenses paid. 
i 
Phone collect 437.4311 and 
ask for Mr. Starks. 
(alO.27oct) 
I I I 
MOBILE  HOMI=5 
Ne,  mobi le  home 
~rom as 10w as $100,0( 
Jown. O.A.C. 
bet up and del ivered 
trades welcome. 
Phone  co l lec t  591 
5105. 
left) 
1 II 
Buying? 
Selling? 
Use 
HERALD 
WAIT,ADS. 
flectsonthekindofentertainmcnt dose o I00,000 visitors from all 
that brought pleasure to lonely over the world. For them, stop- 
lives in the 1800's, ping over in Prince Rupert was 
Pottery, Chinese artifacts and part of an extended trip to other 
model ships are on display and points. This is so because the city 
from the same m are the muzzle 'of Prince Rupert is an important 
• I 
covered in the 19th ~----emm~l[]  
century that cleanliness 
on the part of doctors 
could greatly reduce 
patient mortality. Al- 
though some of his col- 
tlesgues considered his 
ideas ridiculous, he, too, 
was vindicated, and his 
theories saved many 
lives. 
an estate. 
Reputation• Try 'talking to 
some owners of homes the 
builder has erected, and also 
talk to your'beaker. A bank 
can get you far more data 
than you might expect--and 
for free. 
Warranty. Cheek 'on 
whether the builder belongs 
to HOW-Home Owners  
Warranty. HOW is the only 
national ten-year new home 
buyes protection plan, and 
only registered HOW builders 
can offer you this protection. 
The HOW builder k thor. 
oughly checked for financial 
stability, technical eompe- 
tanee and solid reputation 
before he oan offer this plan, 
lie's also required to build 
according to a set of nation. 
ally approved standards. 
amiably with the purpose of the ufacture them through purchase 
exhibits. And that purpose is to or by war with the Tsimsllian 
encourage the preservation f the peoples. They are intricately 
north coast's cultural heritage and 
to foster an awareness of its 
values. 
Out of the era of pre.history 
and the early Indian culture are 
the surprisingly well.formed and 
'hollowed-out stone bowls with 
their rounded pestles once used 
for grinding foods. 
There are stone tools and ira. 
plements ofwar that were labori- 
ously fashioned by hand with a 
perseverance that staggers the 
mind. They may appear crude, 
but without he use of special 
tools and machinery to make 
them, they are indeed a work of 
art. 
In the same category are the 
rectangular wooden boxes formed 
from one piece of wood, steamed 
woven by hand from an original 
design on a hanging loom. 
A chief's chair sits high and 
regal, carved of cedar and fit- 
tingly decorated. Beneath it are 
two canoes, dugouts made from 
the large cedar trees prevalent in
the region. One is a Nass River 
fishing and transport canoe be- 
lieved to be 150 years old. 
Strikingly beautiful are the 
black ornamental totems hand. 
carved from a fine-grsined argil- 
laceous rock found only on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. Because 
this medium is easily manipu- 
lated, these totems are more re- 
fined than the large cedarcarvings 
found in the region or in museums 
and parks. 
. Alongside the Indian exhibits 
and kerfed to conformity. They are the artifacts of European 
~ . - ~ - = ~ ~ ~  are fastened togcther on the one culture bmught in by the enrly fur 
' 
I y INFLA TIO,N. " FIG H TIJ  
; rl IDEAS 
The walking eatf'uh can live 
out of water for days and 
even "walks" on land from 
one lake to .another, an- 
cording to The Wor/d Book 
Encyclopedia. In addition to 
glib, the fish has iunglike 
breathing orgarm. It tmea its 
front fins and tail to crawl 
along the ground• 
In 1933, the per bushel pdces 
of wheat and earn in America 
were lower than they had 
been 30Q years before. 
HOT RICE SALAD FOR R IGHT NOW 
Without stirring around 
too much in the kitchen, 
you can prepare an eye- 
catching but nutrit ious 
dinner by adapting the 
Chinese method of stir fry 
cooking. 
Stir frying requires only 
a few minutes of high heat 
and involves tossing ingredi- 
ents vigorously in a small 
amount of butter  or oil. 
While the mixture hi usually 
spooned over riee, try this 
recipe for stirring the rice in 
before serving. 
Rice is ,L versatile staple 
avai lshle in regular, par- 
loading guns and the giant terminus foraldine services, the 
harpoons. Canadian National Railway's 
There are replicas of the valiant transcontinental service, the Yel. 
stemwheel ships that plied the~ Iowhead 16 highway, the British 
whitewaters of the Skeena and Columbia nd Alaska State ferry 
Stikine rivers. For it was the systems a well as the port of call 
steamers that opened up the land for many coastal cruise ships. 
Curator Patterson and aM marine ngine. 
|1 I 
boiled, pre-cooked and 
brown forms. Although 
some prefer the long grain 
variety f~r salads, medium 
grain is also fine. SO any' 
cooked rice works well in 
a salad. 
Both family and guests 
can enjoy this hot rice salad, 
whose ingredients retqin 
their vitamins and whose 
varied colors and textures" 
delight the eye and palate. 
STIR FRY RICE 
SALAD 
4 choice chicken pieces 
(about 1 pound) 
I cup chopped onions 
1 tablespoon butter or 
margarine 
1-I/2 cups sliced celery 
with leaves 
3 cups hot cooked rice 
1/3 cup chopped sweet 
pickles 
1/4 cup chopped 
pimientos 
3 hard.cooked eggs, 
chopped 
1-1/2 teaspoons salt 
1/4 teaspoon pepper 
1/2 teaspoon ground 
ginger 
1/3 cup mayonnaise 
1-1/2 tablespoons sweet 
pickle juice 
Remove skin and bone 
from chicken. Cut chicken 
in small thin pieces. Saute 
chicken and onionsin butter 
about  3 minutes, Stir In 
celery and cook 2 minutes 
longer. Remove from heat; 
add remaining ingredients 
and toss lightly to blend. 
Serve while hot. Garnish 
with tomato wedges and 
ripe olives, if des i red .  
Makes 6 servings. 
Plge t& The Hsrald, Friday, November 3, 1978 
DEAR ABBY: I am going to marry u man I've gone 
with for many years, but due to circumstances I'll nut 
go into here, we weren't able to marry until now. 
Ti~ wtll be my second marriage. I have two sons. 12 
and 17, and a daughter 15. 
While discussing our marriage plans, my fiance 
remarked that I should warn my daughter not to run 
around iu front of him in scanty attire when we are all 
living together because, being human, it might arouse 
his "manly imtint 
While discussing our marriage plans, my fiance 
remarked that I should warn my daughter not to run 
around in frout of him in scanty attire when we ure all 
living together because, being human, it might arouse 
his "manly instincts." (I can't recall his exact words, 
10at his message was very clear.) 
When I reacted with surprise and chagrin, he said I 
had nothing to worry about, but he thought i only fair 
to warn me of what his reaction might be, and I should 
be thankful that he warned me beforehand. 
My daughter, who is very well developed for her age, 
is sometimes careless about keeping properly covered. 
i've had to remind her to be a little more modest in 
front of her teenage brother. 
My fiance has known my children since infancy,and 
this remark has caused me to wonder if perhaps my 
daughter would not be "safe" with him. 
Do you think I have a legitimate cause for concern? 
SECOND THOUGHTS 
DEAR SECOND: No. ff your fiance had any 
unhealthy thoughts about your daughter, he wouldn't 
have asked you to warn her about her tendency to run 
around scantny clad, Let her know that more com- 
posure and less exposure is in order. 
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my ex.wifc. We were 
married for less than two years, never had any ch 
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my ex-wife. We were 
married for less than two years, never had any 
children, and then were divorced. That was 10 years 
ago, but she is still calling herself "Mrs. Sidney 
Feinbohm." 
It is causing a10t of eonfusion because I am married 
again, and my wife is eonstsntly being confused with 
the ex-Mrs. Sidney Felnbolun. To make matters worse, 
my ex-wlfe andmy present wife have charge aceeunts 
at many of the same stores, and my wife gets bills that 
should have gone to the other Mrs. Reinbohm. 
Is there any way I can force my ex-wife to quit using 
my name and take her maiden name hack? She has 
still not remarried. 
ONE WIFE TOO MANY 
DEAR ONE: There can be only ONE "Mrs. Sidney 
Feinbehm" at a time. After your divorce, your ex.wlfe 
became "Mrs. her first name Fnlnhohm." If she isn't 
aware l this, have your lawyer inform her offlclally in 
a letter. 
DEAR ABBY: In reply to DOGGONE MAD, wh,, 
h~s~ted to the neighbor's dog doing its dirty tricks (,n 
wn: In order to discourage dogs from coming 
over on your property, just sprinkle a package of moth- 
balls on the area that the dog has chosen for its dirty 
tricks. 
One year our front yaro rooked like a cow pasture. 
Then a friend toldme about he mothball remedy. 
I tried it, and it workedl 
McLOUD. OKLA. 
Horosc-ope 
Frances Drake 
- -  - "  ° = ' ° :  
tivtUce and you'll dincever you AQUARIUS ..,,.. A'~ 
may have been ovurd0/ngit on (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '~ .~ '5  
~ O  ~ Your outgoing nature could 
get you in trouble. Be cere~ul 
about striking., up con- 
A few difficulties along the versatlons w l f ,  strangers, 
You've got stars in your way today, but none in- especially in th~,,,m, hours. 
end for good reason, mmnmmtabk. Eve~b~ hours P iSC~ ~ ,  
Haplflm~ is knowing that should find you cmtanted, (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) "~Z~ 
~ t l~ks you are extra weo~l~g w~ki~ out to What you need today la a 
. . . . . .  your satlsfacflo~ word of encouragement, and 
TAURUS z .4~- ,~ 
(Apr. ~1 to May Z l ) '~  
Look furwmd to a suririso. 
It could Involve mmey, a trip, 
~ a mee+m,~ with an eM mM 
~ admirer. Look your 
(Z~y = to June ~)""y~ 
An argument Im't worth the 
effort, so give in with grace. 
Tbeve's no point in ruining a 
friendship to prove an 
uninq~'tunt print. 
A ~  
(June n to July 
The person you've been 
wonTh~ about is out of ~e  
woods. With your own 
somd situation under eoutrel, 
Perhaps you have been too 
concerned about another's 
woce. 
= 
l)ou I fret shout hat lack of 
IJBRA 
(sept 24 to oct = 
If you don't speak your mind 
youql regret a missed op- 
thb~m,~m4~bt. 
SCORPIO n ~k~r_ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 2~) ,mv~ 
Stop being mouayl Instead 
of lmudding under, take a 
more assertive approae,. 
Don't let others take ml- 
vantage of a g~tle nature. 
8~GITrAm~ .~ J~  
(Nov. 23 to Dee, ~.1) ~rIVr~ 
You're lookL~ f~wsr~'to 
seeing people you like. TI~ 
levg antiofpmd oceanio~ will 
mm'e than 11~ up to ,,,. 
pe~tl0m. 
(Dee. ~) to Jan. 20) 
Take it easy and you'll be 
able to accomplbb ~
that's m the sganda wi~beut 
you're going to get it, You may 
be surprised at the source. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
• ofm~ed with amblUou and 
drive. You don't let obatodso 
stand In your way but pkn 
meticulously to ovorcome 
then~ Your dynamic per. 
souality combined with your 
fine intellect destine you for 
suceeas inyour cbeson field... 
and you have a wide choice. 
There'o a touch of the poet in 
your makeup, a deep feeling 
for music, an interest in 
medlcine and soknce, a 10ve 
of words. You not only are 
artistic but have a good bead 
for business. Bkthdate of: 
Ter rence  McNa l ly ,  
playwright; Conor Cruise 
O'Brim, writer. 
@19/8 lgns Features Syn,¢kate. In=. 
f l¢ lt#lAf l  
01978 t~mo)  ken  Sved , ,mo g ' ~  
"i've seen a im of those big lumpy things since 
we got hem-but so far, no real people." 
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C rd  i 2 3 4 ~i~11: [ / 7 ~:' ) I~ ilr ( ) sswo ) i16 17 
8Lures Merry month m ZGirl o f l  Bedouin ~4= i ~ 30 Zl 
13 Flsldns needs 49 Disturbance song . . . .  34 
13 l~.mon or 50 Whitney or 3 German 
lime drink ~ Wallach river 
14 Actor Ray 5Z Decorate ~ Third party 
13 Fish pickle again • Jurisdiction 
16 Greek mount 53 Serf $ Entrance 
17 Type of 54 The Lion g Append 
machine 50 Mmdale 7 Calendar 
13 Devoid of (colloq.) unit 
greenery 50 Pieced 8 Hound 
Ze Sale at Out 9 By oneself 
second hand 57 Female 10 Baal, 
31 Peculiar swan for one 
~3 Pierre's alt Average solution time: 23 man. 
Zl Hide away ICIAI~PmPIAILmSI/V~UiTI 
Zl Ranch house, IAINIOIAmOILIAmTI I IRIEI 
for one IFII iRISITIAI I IDIEID]GIEI 
31 Sought office 
33 &an export 
Bom IO{WIEiCIUIRIEISMNIOIDI 
" - -  open EN N RA 
sleigh" 
38 Hardens 
39 Craggy hill IDIAIRIEiLIAISITIW]OIRIDI 
IAINIEITm~[RIAmAIRIAIDI 
Camper's IM]EIDIEiNi I IGiKIA]NIAI 
resting 10-~6 
place . Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
23 Work on a 
hide 
~6 Correlating 
uniquely 
23 Gnome 
23 A choosing 
30 Soak, as 
flax 
31 Agreeable 
word 
36 Gave a 
party 
57 Fldo's 
morsel 
38 Deprive 
of food 
41 Either's 
partner 
4Z At liberty 
43 Gamble 
44 Sharp cry 
46 Swerve 
47 Adam's 
milieu 
48 Gait 
51 Robert E. -- 
iimiiimmii=!ili:ii!il 
iimimliiii)!illml 
immm !iiiiiia,mm!iii!ii!i 
immmiiiii))iilmml)iil)il):i 
ilil)ilil 
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I@2.6 CBYPTOQUn' 
A JCCKIFL  WKAAKCMW I J  I PF  
CJM'W LKWP 
Yesteday's Cryploqulp -- MANY PAINTERS OF POP ART 
WILL FROWN ON SYMMETRY. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: F equals E
The CrylPteqnlp is a simple subeHtution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O,_li 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short worm, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you dues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
t le AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee and John Romtta 
TER. 7 YOU'VE BEEN I BE MY FEMA_LE "~ I A"dEIOI4~. WHAT'5 [ :  ~YOIJ AW~-AN.:W~ I:Z WAS JU~TJTHI5 THIN~ ~FORE J 
=, . ,  I 
FOXIN~ w Ti! ~" ,M~ • 
. 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman. 
~ Uq 
the WIZARD OF ID 
~,~ ~4~ ANp I w 
I~TO A PPAI~ 
0 ' 
By Brant Parker  and Johnny Hart 
Kf 5,- 
/'" ;:- \ 
i: 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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